In 1951, the secluded Neo-Aramaic-speaking Jewish community of Zakho migrated collectively to Israel. It carried with it its unique language, culture and customs, many of which bore resemblance to those found in classical rabbinic literature. Like others in Kurdistan, for example, the Jews of Zakho retained a vibrant tradition of creating and performing songs based on embellishing biblical stories with Aggadic traditions.

Despite the recent growth of scholarly interest into Neo-Aramaic communities, however, studies have to this point almost exclusively focused on the linguistic analysis of their critically endangered dialects and little attention has been paid to the sociological, historical and literary analysis of the cultural output of the diverse and isolated Neo-Aramaic communities of Kurdistan. In this innovative book, Oz Aloni seeks to redress this balance.

Aloni focuses on three genres of the Zakho community's oral heritage: the proverb, the rewritten biblical narrative and the folktale. Each chapter draws on the author's own fieldwork among members of the Zakho community now living in Jerusalem. He examines the proverb in its performative context, the rewritten biblical narrative of Ruth, Naomi and King David, and a folktale with the unusual theme of magical gender transformation. Insightfully breaking down these examples with analysis drawn from a variety of conceptual fields, Aloni succeeds in his mission to put the speakers of the language and their culture on equal footing with their speech.
CHAPTER 2: ENRICHED BIBLICAL NARRATIVES

1.0. The Enriched Biblical Narrative

The topic of this chapter is a central genre in the oral culture of the Jews of Zakho, and indeed of all Kurdistan: the enriched biblical narrative (EBN). The EBN is the retelling and re-composition of a biblical story, usually one of heroic or epic nature. The core, skeletal, biblical narrative is enriched with numerous additions which are woven into it in an organic manner, producing a smooth, even story that does not reveal its composite nature. The fact that it draws on elements from various sources which often originated in different historical periods and in different cultural realms is not evident to the listener, nor is its history of change and growth.

The chapter will consider the EBN through the prism of a concept taken from the study of thematology, the motifeme, and it will propose a new concept, the transposed motifeme. The chapter claims that the transposed motifeme is a phenomenon central to the EBN and its related genres, and that it is important for their understanding and analysis.

An example of an EBN will be discussed and analysed in this chapter. It consists of two related, and consecutive, stories: the story of Ruth and Naomi and the story of king David. It was told by Samra Zaqen, and recorded in her home on 19 April

---

1 On this term see Ong (1982).
The complete narrative, with a translation, is presented in §7.0.

2.0. Related Genres

The EBN shares certain characteristics with other prevalent genres of the oral as well as the written culture of the Jews of Kurdistan. These characteristics, predominantly the mechanism of transposed motifemes and the mediatory function (both discussed below), may therefore be regarded as meta-generic characteristics in the culture of the Jews of Kurdistan (that is, characteristics which encompass several genres). The genres which are related to the EBN may be divided into two categories:

1. Synchronically related genres: the living genres native to the culture of the Jews of Kurdistan. These are epic songs (traditionally referred to as tafsir or qaṣṭa); oral translations of the Hebrew Bible; older NENA translations of the Hebrew Bible; NENA Midrashim; expositions of the haftarot and of the Megillot; and Jewish NENA piyyuṭ (liturgical poetry).

---

2 I have published another EBN told by Samra Zaqen, the story of Joseph and his brothers, elsewhere; see Aloni (2014a, 26–60). For another recording of a NENA text recounted by Samra, where she talks about her arrival in Israel in 1951 and her first encounter with Modern Hebrew, see Aloni (2015).

3 For a comprehensive overview of the literature of the Jews of Kurdistan, see Sabar (1982a; 1982c, xxxii–xxxvi).

4 In §§4.0 and 2.2.1, respectively.

5 For discussions of the centrality of genre as a category in the study of folklore, see Ben-Amos (1969; 1976b); Seitel (1999).
2. Diachronically related genres: genres belonging to earlier layers of Jewish culture to which the origins of the EBN phenomenon may be traced. These genres are the *Targum* in various configurations; the *Midrash* in various configurations; *piyyut*; and post-antiquity Rewritten Bible texts.

The geographical isolation of the Jewish communities of Kurdistan—as well as the social structure and their material culture, which greatly resembled those known to us from the rabbinic period—enabled the Jewish communities of Kurdistan to preserve ancient literary traditions and practices, and thus the deep connection between the literary genres of the Jews of Kurdistan and the world of classical Midrash: ancient literary and exegetical genres were kept alive in the Jewish communities of Kurdistan well into modern times.6

6 Rivlin (1942, 183) commented: “It is indeed possible that Midrashim otherwise lost, were preserved in the Aggadah of the Jews of Kurdistan” (my translation). For examples of that type, see Rivlin (1942, 183–84; 1959, 106–8). Gerson-Kiwi (1971, 59) similarly stated that “Kurdistan is known as a territory... where... archaic languages and... archaic singing and playing have survived the vicissitudes of history.... Here we seem to have some samples of a living antiquity, doubly interesting in that it is to a considerable extent connected with Jewish history of the biblical period.” According to Brauer (1947, 12), translated as Brauer (1993, 27), “one gains the impression that a great many ancient (Talmudic) Jewish usages and beliefs, both religious and secular, have been preserved and kept alive among the Jews of Kurdistan.”
2.1. Synchronously Related Genres

2.1.1. Epic Songs

Epic songs recount biblical or Midrashic narratives, rich in heroic and dramatic elements. These songs were a popular pastime in Kurdistan, and also served as an educational medium for those members of the community who did not have access to the written sources (Sabar 1982a, 63). The songs are usually rhymed and have a clear strophic structure, and each of the songs was performed with a unique melody (Gerson-Kiwi 1971). Similar to the case of the EBN, as we will see below, motifemes added to the skeletal narrative of an epic poem are woven into it in an organic manner.

A term commonly used for these epic songs is *tafsir* (pl. *tafsirim*). The word is borrowed from Arabic, where it means “elucidation, interpretation,” or “commentary on the Qurʾan” (Wehr and Cowan 1976, 713). Another term used interchangeably with this is *qasta*, meaning “story” (Sabar 2002a, 282). Sabar described the *tafsirim* as “the foremost literary product of the ḥaxamim of Kurdistan” (Sabar 1982c, xxxvi).

Rivlin collected many of the epic songs and published them with an elaborate introduction (Rivlin 1959). Naʿim Shalom, a *hazzan* ‘cantor’ at Šaʿarey Tora, a synagogue of the Jewish community of Zakho in Jerusalem, has recorded and published his performance of two of these epic songs: the story of Joseph and his brothers and the story of the binding of Isaac (Shalom 1986).
Na‘im Shalom’s renditions differ in many details from the equivalent songs in Rivlin’s book, though they follow the same structure.

Other recordings of NENA epic songs are kept in the National Sound Archive in the National Library of Israel, notably: David and Goliath, performed by Ḥakham Ḥabib ʿAlwan in the Zakho dialect, recorded by Johanna Spector (class mark Y 00039); David and Goliath, performed by Eliyahu Gabbay, Naḥum ʿAdiqa, and Salem Gabbay in the Zakho dialect, recorded by Avigdor Herzog (class mark Y 03627); Joseph and Benjamin, performed by Eliyahu Gabbay, Naḥum ʿAdiqa, and Salem Gabbay in the Zakho dialect, recorded by Avigdor Herzog (class mark Y 03627); the story of Joseph performed by Nehemya Ḥoča in the Zakho dialect, recorded by Edith Gerson-Kiwi (class mark CD 04871 F424-425 item 5351-5366); David and Goliath, performed by Raḥamim Ḥodeda in the dialect of ʿAmidya, recorded by Jacqueline Alon (class mark Y 02719); and the binding of Isaac performed by David Salman in the dialect of Ḥalabja, recorded by the performer (class mark Y 04514).

2.1.2. Translations of the Hebrew Bible

The Jews of Kurdistan kept a living tradition of translations into their NENA dialects of the entire Hebrew Bible. These translations were handed down orally, and committed to writing at the

7 With the exception of the book of Psalms.
8 There are recordings of oral performances in the National Sound Archive of the National Library of Israel, for example ʿAlwan (1974),
request of scholars only in the 20th century. The term often used by the Jews of Kurdistan to describe these translations is šarḥ or šarʿ, from Arabic, meaning “expounding, explanation, elucidation” (Wehr and Cowan 1976, 463).

These translations of the Hebrew Bible are often very literal—“the general tendency is to translate the biblical formulation word by word as much as possible, and therefore the result is a frozen and unnatural language” (Sabar 1983, 27, quoted in Avinery 1984, 138; my translation). However, they were “often based on the traditional commentaries, such as Rashi and the classical Aramaic Targum... [and] in certain cases... a more homiletic translation or allegorical translation was preferred” (Sabar 1982c, xxxv). It is precisely in these instances that the translations show a family resemblance to the EBN.

2.1.3. NENA Midrashim

NENA Midrashim were preserved in manuscripts originating from the 17th century, copied in Nerwa and ‘Amidya. It seems that these NENA Midrashim, in their edited form, were the product of the school of Ḥakham Shemuʾel Barazani (Sabar 1982a, 60). They contain homilies and lessons on three portions of the

which consists of the book of Ruth performed by Ḥakham Ḥabib ʿAlwan, recorded by Jacqueline Alon (class mark Y 01790).

9 See Rivlin (1959, 68–69). Multiple volumes of these translations were published by Sabar (1983; 1988; 1990; 1993; 1995a; 2006; 2014). A translation of the book of Ruth, as read by Zeʾev (Gurgo) Ariel, was published by Goldenberg and Zaken (1990).
Torah: Wayhi, Bešallah, and Yitro. They were written with the intention of being delivered publicly, and therefore have a captivating, dramatic character (Sabar 1982a, 60).

A large percentage of the Aggadic material in these Midrashim can be traced back to older, classical Midrashim, but has been reworked and given new, elaborate formulation. In many instances, however, the Aggadic material cannot be traced back to earlier sources and it must be regarded as either original work of the Ḥakhamim of Kurdistan or classical Aggadic material that did not survive elsewhere. Whatever the case may be, the reworking of older material and the incorporation of original material are features that unite the Midrashim with the EBN.

The NENA Midrashim were published by Sabar (1976; 1985).

2.1.4. Expositions of the Haftarot and the Megillot

The NENA expositions of the haftarot (portions taken from the books of the biblical prophets, read in synagogue after the reading of the Torah) are of haftarot for special occasions: the afternoon of Yom Kippur (the book of Jonah; Sabar 1982b); the eight days of Passover (Isa. 10.32–12.6); the second day of Shavuot (Hab. 2.20–3.19; Sabar 1966, 381–90); and the Ninth of Ab (Jer.

---

10 A recording of the book of Jonah performed in the dialect of ‘Amidya by Rahamim Ḥodeda, recorded by Jacqueline Alon, is kept in the National Sound Archive of the National Library of Israel (class mark Y 02718).
8.13–9.23). They follow the Hebrew text more closely than do the NENA Midrashim, but also contain Aggadic material aimed at interpreting the verses. Similarly to the NENA Midrashim, they are preserved in manuscripts in the Nerwa and ‘Amidya dialects, except for the haftarah for the Ninth of Ab, which is preserved in the Zakho dialect and is still used liturgically today by the Jewish community of Zakho in Israel (Sabar 1982a, 61).

The expositions of the Megillot (the Five Scrolls) are similar in character to those of the haftarot, although they tend to follow the Hebrew text even more closely. One exception is the exposition of the Song of Songs, which is a translation of the book’s classical Aramaic Targum, itself an allegorical interpretation of the Hebrew text (Sabar 1991). The exposition of the book of Ruth is preserved in several manuscripts. The exposition of Lamentations is preserved in manuscripts in the dialects of Nerwa and

11 National Library of Israel, Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts no. F74965 copied by Rabbi Shemu’el Baruch from the author, his father, Rabbi Yosef Binyamin; Michael Krupp Manuscript Collection Ms. 2915 written by Ḥakham Ḥabib ʿAlwan; the National Library of Israel Ms. Heb. 1007 copied by Mordechai Naḥum Zakhariko; Ms. Heb. 494 written by Darwish Ben Shim‘on Shanbiko; Ms. Heb. 695 written by Shabbetai Ben Ya‘aqov. Several recorded performances are kept in the National Sound Archive of the National Library of Israel (class marks Y 00028(8-13), Y 00504(02), Y 00504, YC 02657, CD 05033, CD 05037).

12 National Library of Israel, Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts nos F26847, F26945, F44919, F73987, Ms.Heb.1012 = 28, Ms.Heb.7806 = 28, and MSS-D2233. An exposition of the book of Ruth from a privately owned manuscript by Shim‘on Ben-Michael written in
ʿAmidya, but is known to the Jews of Zakho in Israel and is recited orally on the Ninth of Ab. No exposition of Ecclesiastes survives, and it is unclear whether it was ever translated into NENA. The exposition of the book of Esther is preserved in a single manuscript.\textsuperscript{13} Two recordings of the book of Esther, both in the dialect of ʿAmidya, are kept in the National Sound Archive of the National Library of Israel: one is performed by Rephaʾel ʾEliyahu, and recorded by Nurit Ben-Zvi (class mark Y 05750); the other is performed by Raḥamim Ḥodeda, and recorded by Jacqueline Alon (class marks Y 02717, Y 02718).

2.1.5. NENA \textit{Piyyuṭ}

Jewish NENA \textit{piyyuṭim} (liturgical poems) in various dialects, which are recorded in manuscripts, have been published by Sabar (2009). Most of these \textit{piyyuṭim} are translations, sometimes very free translations, of earlier Hebrew \textit{piyyuṭim}, but several of them are original works.\textsuperscript{14} A number of the \textit{piyyuṭim} recount biblical

the dialect of Urmi was published by Ben-Rahamim (2006, 192–215). It contains elaborate Midrashic narrative expansions.

\textsuperscript{13} National Library of Israel, Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts no. F44919, pp. 70a–104a. This is a Neo-Aramaic translation of the older Aramaic Targum Sheni of the book of Esther. Sabar (1982a, 61) states that exposition of the book of Esther is preserved only orally.

\textsuperscript{14} One of these original works is ‘The Binding of Isaac’, from a manuscript by Ḥakham Yishay in the Urmi dialect, which was sung on Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, published in Sabar (2009, 60–79). Sabar (2009, 60, fn. 149) writes about this \textit{piyyuṭ}:
narratives,\textsuperscript{15} which they elaborate in a manner similar to that of the epic songs (see §2.1.1. above). These \textit{piyyuṭim} were sung in synagogues during certain Jewish festivals.

\section*{2.2. Diachronically Related Genres}

\subsection*{2.2.1. Targum\textsuperscript{16}}

The tradition of Targum, Jewish translation of the Hebrew Bible into Aramaic, dates back to the pre-rabbinic period. It seems that the many extant Targumim are related to the ancient liturgical practice of public translation of the Torah, whose aim was to make scripture accessible to members of the community who

\begin{quote}
It seems that the Neo-Aramaic version is not a direct translation of a Hebrew \textit{piyyuṭ}, but is rather drawn, with considerable elaboration and dramatisation and with a variety of additions taken from the local linguistic reality... from the rabbinic Midrashim about the binding [of Isaac].
\end{quote}

There are also four \textit{piyyuṭim} about the passing away of Moses, which were sung on Simḥat Torah after reading the meʿona Torah portion (Deut. 33.27–29): the first without dialect specification, in Sabar (2009, 299–302); the second in the dialect of Saqqaz, in Sabar (2009, 302–6); the third from a manuscript by Ḥakham Sason, son of Rabbi Babba Barazani of Arbil, in the dialect of Arbil, in Sabar (2009, 306–9); and the fourth, taken from Ben-Rahamim (2006, 216–21), from a manuscript by Shimʿon Ben-Michael in the dialect of Naghada, republished in Sabar (2009, 309–12).

\textsuperscript{15} In one case, \textit{qaṣṭṭat hanna} ‘The story of Hannah’, the \textit{piyyuṭ} is based on a Midrashic narrative. Sabar (2009, 425–43) gives two versions: one in the dialect of Zakho and one in the dialect of Dohok, from a manuscript by Ḥakham Eliyahu Avraham Yitzḥaq Dahoki.

\textsuperscript{16} For a comprehensive overview of this topic, see Kasher (2000).
were not able to understand the Hebrew. In antiquity, this simultaneous translation was done extemporaneously (or memorised in advance) during the public reading of the Torah by a designated person, the *meturgeman* (Elbogen 1972 [1913], 140–41). Later in the history of *Halakha*, the study of *Targum* side by side with the study of the Hebrew text of the Torah became an obligation, rooted in a Talmudic decree: “Rav Huna son of Judah said in the name of Rabbi Ammi: ‘A man should always complete his portions [of Torah] together with the congregation [reading] twice [the Hebrew] scripture and once [the] Targum’” (BT Brakhot 8a; translation based on the Soncino English edition). According to the rabbis, translating the Hebrew Bible properly is a delicate task with sharp borders on both ends of the literal-paraphrase axis: “Rabbi Yehudah said: ‘one who translates a verse literally, he is a liar; one who adds, he is a blasphemer and a libeller’” (BT Qiddushin 49a; Tosefta Megillah 3.41).

The extant Targumim (Targum Onkelos, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, Targum Neofiti, the Genizah Targum, the Fragments Targum, and the Tosefta Targum of the Pentateuch; Targum Jonathan Ben ʿUzzīʾel, and the Tosefta Targum of the Prophets; the Targumim of the Writings) vary in the degree of literalness and the amount of Aggadic material they incorporate into the text.

The Targum tradition is relevant to the EBN genre in two of its aspects. Firstly, in its mediatory function. It serves as a bridge between the biblical text and the people. This is a very important function in a community where many members could not understand the Hebrew in which the Bible is written. The EBN fills this mediatory function, and declares it in formulas such
as de šmoʿun ya kulloxun ṣhubbe didi, de mṣitun kullu ʿazize didi ‘Oh hear all of you my loved ones, oh listen all my dear ones’ (Rivlin 1959, 228). Secondly, the Targum weaves Aggadic material into the text in a manner that produces a smooth, unified text. It does not indicate when it departs from a literal translation and incorporates Aggadic additions, and this is very similar to the EBN.

An example of a classical Targum which is particularly close to the EBN style is the Tosefta Targum of the Prophets. It is a Targum especially rich in Aggadic additions incorporated into the text. One half of the material of the Tosefta Targum is for chapters that are, or were, used as haftarot. Thus it also has stylistic ties to the NENA expositions of the haftarot.

2.2.2. Midrash

Midrashic discourse is a central component of rabbinic literature. Its hermeneutical techniques and style are an important foundation of, and can be found in, all of the works of the relevant literature: both those which are classified as Midrash (e.g., Midrash Rabbah for various books of the Hebrew Bible), and those which are not classified as such (e.g., the two Talmudim). The technique

---

17 See also the comments of Sabar (1982a, 63). Kasher (2000, 73) describes the Hebrew formula עמי בני ישראל ‘my people sons of Israel’ used to address the audience, which appears dozens of times in the classical Aramaic Targumim for the Torah. Kasher lists this formula as one of the proofs that the Targumim were performatively used in the liturgy.


19 See §2.1.4 above.
of elaborative hermeneutics of Midrash, which is so central to Jewish culture, is the direct ancestor of the EBN.

Nonetheless, one point of dissimilarity between the two must be noted: the Midrashic text, in most cases, quotes the original biblical text dealt with within the Midrashic discourse. By doing that it poses a differentiation between the written text, and the oral Aggadic material. Thus an inherent classification system exists within the Midrashic text itself. The EBN, as we shall see, does not do that. In fact, one of the core features of the genre is the unity of the narrative: the teller and the audience are not necessarily aware, nor are they expected to be aware, of the various ingredients—many of them dating back to entirely different periods and cultural realms—that make up the unified EBN text.

2.2.3. Post-antiquity Rewritten Bible Texts

The term ‘Rewritten Bible’ usually refers to a genre prevalent in Second Temple literature, particularly in the Qumran literature. Here it is intended to describe several medieval works (e.g., Sefer ha-Yašar; Dan 1986) as well as several modern works (e.g., Tqpošel Yosef and some of the stories in ‘Ose Fele, both by Rabbi Yosef Shabbetai Farḥi [1867 and 1864–1870, respectively]). These

20 In the Talmud, one of the ways this is achieved is by linguistic differentiation: the biblical text is in Hebrew and the Midrashic interpretation is often in Aramaic.

21 On Farḥi, his books, and his influence, see Yassif (1982).

22 On the uncertainty regarding the year of publication, see Yassif (1982, 48, fn. 7).
works are similar in their programme to their better-known Second Temple namesake: they rewrite narratives taken from the Hebrew Bible while adding Aggadic material into the stream of narration. What is common to Rewritten Bible texts and the EBN is that both produce a continuous narrative whose added themes become integral parts of the whole and are not marked as being added material.

Not only is there this theoretical overlap between Rewritten Bible texts and the EBN, one of these works, *Toqpo šel Yosef*, published in 1867 in Livorno, surprisingly shares much of its Aggadic material with a Zakho EBN, the story of Joseph and his brothers (Aloni 2014a, 27–30; 2014b, 339).

### 2.3. The Christian *Durekṭa*

Another related Neo-Aramaic genre that should be mentioned in this context is the Christian *durekṭa* (Mengozzi 2012). This is a genre of rhymed and metred poetry on religious themes sung at public gatherings. The genre has its roots in the Classical Syriac genre of *memra*. Many *durekyuṭa* are based on biblical narratives with added material.

Comparing the Jewish Targum and the Christian *durekṭa*, Mengozzi writes that both are “presented as bridge-genres from written to oral tradition” (Mengozzi 2012, 335). This bridging function is also shared by Jewish *tafsirim* ‘epic songs’ (see §2.1.1 above), and indeed the *tafsirim* and the *durekyuṭa* have additional characteristics in common: the *tafsirim* and the *durekyuṭa* both contain religious themes and narratives, but are both performed publicly in non-liturgical circumstances (Mengozzi 2012, 338–
they both contain within their verses expressions directed to attract the audience’s attention and meta-poetic statements about the act of performing the song and recounting its narrative (Mengozzi 2012, 335); neither is anonymous,\footnote{This is not always the case for Jewish epic songs. Rivlin (1959) gives traditions about the names of the authors for only some of the songs.} as the names of their authors are recorded (Mengozzi 2012, 337). In addition, some 

*tafsirim* and *durekyaṭa* are based on the same biblical narratives, and in these cases some of the themes of the additional material are shared. A comparative study of the themes in these cases—for example, comparing those of the Jewish *tafsir* of Joseph and his brothers (Aloni 2014a, 26–60; 2014b) with those in the *durekyaṭa* (see, for example, Mengozzi 1999, 477–78, 482 no. 16; Rodrigues Pereira 1989–1990) about the same biblical narrative—would certainly prove fruitful.

**3.0. Thematology**

Following a discussion of the motif in the analysis of folklore, this section considers the most important concepts of thematology, the methodological approach which will be used in the analysis of the EBN below. The following section then proposes a new concept, the transposed motifeme.
3.1. The Motif as a Fundamental Concept in Folkloristics

The concept of motif, which is defined as a small meaning-bearing element of a text\textsuperscript{24} that may recur in other texts, is central to, some say distinctive of (Ben-Amos 1980, 17), the study of folklore. The standard reference work most closely associated with the concept of motif in folklore is the Thompson motif index (Thompson 1955–1958). It offers a systematic classification of motifs—recurring elements—in folk-literature. The ability to use this index has been described as “a skill which is indispensable to the folklorist, and the defining trait that separates him from all other student of culture” (Dorson 1972, 6, quoted in Ben-Amos 1980, 17). However, over the years, many theoretical critiques have been made of both the motif index and the concept of the motif itself.\textsuperscript{25}

One such critique is found in Alan Dundes’s (1962) article ‘From Etic to Emic Units in the Structural Study of Folktales’. Dundes criticises the choice of the motif as a basic unit in the study of folklore. While not denying the value of the motif index

\textsuperscript{24} In the context of this chapter, a small meaning-bearing element of a narrative. But the concept of motif is relevant to other art forms as well: music, dance, visual art, textile, and more.

\textsuperscript{25} For a thorough overview, see Ben-Amos (1980). See also Ben-Amos (1995, 71): “as much as motif-analysis has become the hallmark of folklore research in the first half of the twentieth century, it has failed to yield substantive interpretive insights into the nature of oral literature and the dynamics of tradition.” Although Thompson’s motif index is the most well-known, it is not the only one—for a list of motif indexes, see Uther (1996). For an annotated bibliography, see Azzolina (1987).
(or that of the Aarne-Thompson tale type index [Aarne and Thompson 1961; Uther 2004), noting that these indexes are “useful... [as] bibliographical aids or as means of symbol shorthand” (Dundes 1962, 96), he deems that the motif unit is inadequate. The root of Dundes’s criticism is that the motif is, according to him, not a structural unit.

To explain his argument Dundes uses a pair of concepts coined by the American linguist and anthropologist Kenneth Pike (1967): etic and emic (see ch. 1, §7.0, fn. 25 above). Pike’s binary distinction—which originates from the modes of thought of theoretical linguistics and is etymologically derived from the suffixes of the terms ‘phonetic’ and ‘phonemic’—refers to two approaches to the analytical study of any cultural item: language, narrative, literary works, items of art, or folklore. ‘Etic’ denotes a systematic approach where the concepts and analytical units are external to the object of study and to its cultural context, and do not account for the internal functional relations between the elements of that object. Etic units are objective, predetermined, and measurable independent of the particular context. ‘Emic’, on the other hand, denotes an approach whose concepts and units are conceived with attention to the internal function and reciprocal relations between the elements of the object. It emphasises the structure that these elements constitute, as well as the cultural context of the object at hand. One may add that such an approach takes into
consideration two contexts, the internal one which is formed between the constituents of the cultural item, and the external one which exists between that item and its culture.\textsuperscript{26}

According to Dundes, the motif (as well as the tale type)—at least in the way it is used in folklore studies—is an etic unit, in that it pays no attention to the function of the motif in the context in which it appears. Dundes stresses the need for a new \textit{emic} structural unit to serve as the fundamental point of reference for folklore studies. As a possibility, he (Dundes 1962, 100) quotes what he describes as “one of the most revolutionary and important contributions to folklore theory in decades”: Vladimir Propp’s (1962, 100) definition of the function, the structural unit proposed by him in his famous work about Russian fairy tales, \textit{Morphology of the Folktale},\textsuperscript{27} where he states that “an action cannot be defined apart from its place in the process of narration” (Propp 1958, 19, quoted in Dundes 1962, 100).

\textsuperscript{26} Another example for the various possible contexts is the acceptance of the item in its culture as an item—i.e., as a ‘type’—as well as the relation item-audience in a particular performance—i.e., as a ‘token’.

\textsuperscript{27} In this work (which first appeared in Russian in 1928), Propp analyses a corpus of 115 Russian folktales. He defines 31 plot events, which he terms ‘functions’, which may appear in each of the folktales. The functions are generalised and formulated in a reductive manner. In the actual texts, they may take up various different surface realisations. What is striking is that, though any given folktale may have any number of Propp’s functions, their order of appearance is fixed and invariable. Propp also defines seven types of characters which undergo the 31-one functions. Thus, the product of Propp’s work, which is considered one of the first demonstrations of a structuralist approach towards texts, is a grammar of Russian folktales. For more detail, see Toolan (2005, 167),
The methodological approach known as thematology is an attempt to create tools which overcome these shortcomings of the concept of the motif.

3.2. Thematology: The Concepts

Thematology is a branch of the study of literature whose foundations were laid by scholars such as Trousson (1965) and Weisstein (1988). The basis for the thematological study of Jewish literature, together with a new methodology, was proposed by Elstein and Lipsker (2004). Its central accomplishment is the multi-volume Encyclopedia of the Jewish Story, which presents entries on Jewish ‘themes’ (see §3.2.1 below).

At the core of the thematological study of Jewish narratives stands a system of concepts developed by Elstein and Lipsker. These concepts differ from the parallel concepts used in general thematology and the study of folklore, and aim to meet the requirements that the special characteristics of Jewish literature pose. Some of the concepts were introduced specifically for thematology of Jewish narratives to accommodate their unique features—in particular, the tendency of Jewish narratives to be told and retold in numerous versions over long periods of time and

where he writes that “reactions to the Morphology [of the Folktale] provide striking parallels to some of the critical reception given to transformational-generative grammar in the 1960s.”.

28 In the context of Jewish culture, see also the numerous studies of Christoph Daxelmüller referred to in Elstein, Lipsker, and Kushelevsky (2004, 20–21).

29 On the problem of terminology, see Elstein and Lipsker (2004, 34).
wide geographical and cultural spaces, and to leave written documentation of many of these versions over these vast time and space scopes. For example, we find about forty distinct written versions of the famous story of Ḥoni the Circle Maker who prayed for rain,\(^\text{30}\) and these are almost evenly distributed over a period of thirteen centuries (Tohar 2013). These different versions, though showing immense variation, all tell the same story: they are constructed on the same structural skeleton, the same chain of motifemes (the same ‘constant’, see §3.2.2 below). To describe this phenomenon of a series of varied versions of the same narrative, which unfolds over a long period of time and wide geographical areas, the term ‘homogenous series’ was coined. In what follows, a description of the fundamental concepts of the methodology of thematology of Jewish narratives is given (based on Elstein, Lipsker, and Kushelevsky 2004, 9–21 and Elstein and Lipsker 2004).

3.2.1. The Homogenous Series

As mentioned, a striking feature of the literature of the Jews, which sets it apart from other literatures, is the tendency of Jewish narratives, often first found in the Hebrew Bible or in other classical Jewish sources, to be told and retold over and over again in varying versions, many of which have come down to us in written form. A single story may exhibit several dozens of versions, each of which differs from the rest, but all nevertheless telling the same recognisable story. Each individual version of

\(^\text{30}\) The most famous of which is in the Mishna, tractate Ta‘anit 3.8.
the series may originate from anywhere across a vast geographical and cultural space—from anywhere inhabited by Jews. It may be told in any of the Jewish languages and come from any period of Jewish history.

In the thematological methodology, it is the series itself—rather than any single version of the story—that becomes the object of investigation. Trends in the development of the series as a whole are discovered, and its trajectory may be contextualised in extra-textual observations. The homogenous series, also sometimes simply referred to as a ‘theme’, is the central object of study in the methodology proposed by Elstein and Lipsker. It is different from what is in many instances the object of other thematological studies, the heterogeneous series, where texts are grouped and studied together based on a looser resemblance, for instance, the use of the same set of motifs.

3.2.2. Levels of Text

In the methodology proposed by Elstein and Lipsker, six levels of text are analysed. The levels are hierarchical: each level contains the previous. In addition, each level is paired with a corresponding concept that describes the elements of which that layer is composed.

1. The level of material (Stoff)—the concept of motif: the motif (see §3.1 above) is a small unit of narrative syntax. It belongs to the level of the textual material. A motif may be a narrative element, such as a ring, a wedding, rain, or a dance. The motif, when treated as an independent unit, is an abstraction detached from context, and is not sufficient
for the study of its original literary environment. In reality, motifs always appear within given textual contexts, and therefore they perform a function, or participate in performing a function, of narrative syntax. Only when it is looked upon as an organic part of its original context can a motif lend itself to hermeneutic deciphering.

2. The level of function—the concept of motifeme: the motifeme\textsuperscript{31} is the smallest functional unit of a narrative. As opposed to the motif, which is accounted for outside of the texts it originated from, the motifeme cannot be considered an abstraction detached from its place in the narrative—it is always a part of that context. Its functional value is manifested in that it is the binding principle of motifs. The motifeme is the element that forms meaningful connections between individual, abstract, meaningless motifs and anchors them in a meaningful narrative sequence. Therefore, it is the prime unit of the narrative. It constitutes the link between the units of the material and their role in the text and gives meaning to both—to the motifs and to the textual sequence. It is the central building block in thematological methodology, and is what replaces the motif (which was given this fundamental role in some other schools of folkloristics and literary study) as the smallest meaningful—that is, meaning-carrying—unit of the text. In a narrative sequence, the motifeme may be either an

\textsuperscript{31} The term was coined by Pike (1954, 75). Elstein and Lipsker (2004, 38) and Elstein, Lipsker, and Kushelevsky (2004, 11) erroneously ascribe its coining to Dundes (1962).
element of the storyline or an element of poetic function
(introduction, epilogue, scenery, description of the non-
storyline elements, and so on).
3. The level of structure—the concept of constant: the
constant is the chain of motifemes which recur in all
versions of a particular narrative. It is formed by the
homogenous series, and is what is common to all of its
incarnations. Different versions may give more or less
emphasis to particular motifemes of the constant. The
variation in emphasis given to each motifeme in a
particular token of the constant enables the researcher to
infer conclusions about the telos (see below). The variety
in the ways in which a constant materialises in different
versions of a narrative raises the question of the borders of
the homogenous series: a version which omits one or two
of the motifemes will normally be considered a member of
the series, but what about more remote versions on the
spectrum of change? Here, the judgement of the researcher
plays a role.
4. The level of ideas—the concept of telos: the telos
represents the quality related to ideals and values of the
homogenous series as a whole, as well as of each individual
instantiation of it. Each change from one version to another
in the chain of versions, each particular emphasis or unique
expression of a motifeme in a version, may be linked to a
value or ideal prevalent in the intellectual and social
atmosphere in which that version was created. The concept
of telos links literary development and literary entities to
social, non-literary, realities. Thus the analysis of a complete homogenous series can point to long-term trends of change in the extra-literary reality of the community to which that series belongs.

5. The two mediatory levels: in addition to these four main levels of the text, there are two mediatory levels, which Elstein and Lipsker call ‘teleological mediators’. These are the ‘configuration’, which mediates between the motif and the motifeme, and the ‘substructure’, which meditates between the constant and the telos.

a. The configuration: a configuration is a set of motifs that show a tendency to appear together in the same alignment. Examples of this from familiar tales would be a dragon which guards gold or a wolf which is in a forest. As such, the configuration is still detached from the textual connectivity which would give it meaning, and still does not lend itself to hermeneutic deciphering. It is a mediatory stage which organises the motifs before the motifeme grants them their narrative meaning.

b. The substructure: the substructure is similar to the telos, in that it is an extra-literary reality which gives form to the literary object. The substructure is, however, not a formal, well-structured, system of ideas, beliefs, or moral values which are consciously retained by a society, but rather an unconscious, implicit, state of mind which is prevalent in society at the period when a story version originates.\(^\text{32}\) The

\(^{32}\) The examples of substructure given by Elstein and Lipsker (2004, 46–47) are the implicit norms of the courtly love of the Middle Ages as the
substructure is thus a mediatory stage between the constant and the telos.

4.0. Transposed Motifemes

As we have seen, Elstein and Lipsker propose a methodology which has a fixed sequence of motifemes, the constant, at its centre. It emphasises the structural similarity between the many versions of each narrative, seen collectively as a set—the homogenous series. This methodological approach relies on a shared structural thread of motifemes, on the homogeneity of the series: its principal object of study is not the narrative itself nor an individual version of it, but rather the homogenous series as a whole, the development of the narrative over time. This approach is particularly fruitful when applied to Jewish literature and folk-literature due to their striking tendency to tell and retell narratives, and to leave traces, i.e., written attestations, of many of the retold versions over very long periods.

What I would like to suggest here is an approach that considers the matter through an equally important feature of Jewish literary folk-traditions, and indeed Jewish literature as a whole, a feature which is very much present in the oral heritage of the Jews of Kurdistan. This is a feature that represents the opposite impulse from the retention of the same motifemic structure that produces the homogeneity of the homogenous series. It is the tendency to mix into a story narrative elements taken from various historical periods and cultural realms in a way which bypasses platform of the medieval romance and the Heavenly City as portrayed in the writings of the 18th century.
the chronological development of the series. A reiteration of a narrative may unexpectedly contain a motifeme ‘foreign’ to the constant of the series, or more accurately what has been the constant up to this point. In many cases, this newly planted motifeme is taken from another, entirely different, and sometimes traceable, narrative. It is, so to speak, transposed from its ‘original’ locus and incorporated into a new one by the teller or the community that creates the narrative. I call this phenomenon the ‘transposed motifeme’.

4.1. Manners of Transposition

What is interesting in tracing the origin of transposed motifemes is that there seem to be few constraints on what these origins may be: motifemes may be borrowed intra-culturally from narratives originating in the same culture, but of completely different genres, periods, and content, or they may also be borrowed extra-culturally. What is offered here is an analysis that follows the life of the motifeme: its migration from one series to the other and the changes it undergoes.

There are several ways in which a motifeme may be transposed. Here these will be exemplified using the motifemes which will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

A motifeme may be taken from an entirely different narrative or non-narrative text. This other text may be a Jewish one—for example, the motifeme in §5.9, that of the merging of the stones, is taken from a non-narrative portion of a Jewish text, the Zohar, which may itself have derived the idea from the appearance of a motifeme of merging stones in relation to the stones of
Jacob, attested in many places in classical rabbinic literature. Alternatively, the originating text might be one of another culture—for example, the in motifeme §5.10, that of splitting one’s opponent into two without him realising this, is taken from the Assyrian folk-epic, Qatîne.

A motifeme can also be taken from the very same narrative, but transposed into a new location in it. This may be a result of a structural change, or a result of mere stylistic choice of the storyteller. Examples of this can be seen with the motifemes in §§5.17 and 5.18, where in the biblical narrative the episode of Saul and David in the cave appears before the episode of Abigail, whereas in Samra’s story the order is reversed. Another example is the motifeme §5.5, where speaking to the crowd at a funeral is transposed from Boaz’s wife’s funeral to Boaz’s own funeral.

A special case of transposition within a narrative is a motifeme which retains its previous location in the narrative sequence, but where the causality nexus linking the motifeme to previous or subsequent events (motifemes) in the narrative are different from those in earlier versions of the narrative. This is a very subtle transposition. An example of this can be seen in the motifeme in §5.12, where king Saul’s illness is explained as resulting from his anger and his realisation that David will become king instead of him. In the biblical text, Saul is not said to have an illness, and the explanation given for his behaviour is “an evil spirit from God” (1 Sam. 16.14).

Naturally, when motifemes are transposed from different sources and fused together in the new narrative, new causality
structures appear. An example of this can be seen in the motifeme in §5.13, where Jonathan’s recommendation of David as the one to play music for his father king Saul is explained as resulting from Jonathan having seen David playing for the sheep and his compassionate care of them.

A motifeme may be split, and told in portions in non-sequential parts of the narration, as occurs with that in §5.8.

Two previously independent motifemes may be unified into one. An example of this is seen in the motifeme in §5.18, where two separate episodes of the biblical narrative, the episode of the cave and the episode in Saul’s camp, are united into one in Samra’s story.

The location of a motifeme, or its historical context, may be altered. In the motifeme in §5.4, what takes place in the biblical narrative at the city gate instead takes place in Samra’s story at the synagogue; and in the motifeme in §5.8, the biblical location of the Elah Valley is now Jerusalem. Similarly, when it comes to the motifeme in §5.17, in the Bible the episode takes place in biblical Maʿon and Carmel, and in Samra’s story it takes place near the modern city of Haifa. The modern neighbourhood of Gilo in Jerusalem is also mentioned.

Another type of manipulation of the motifemic structure, which is not a transposition in the strict sense but nonetheless may be considered in the same category, is what the scholar James Kugel termed “narrative expansion” (Kugel 1994, 3–5,
This is the elaboration of a previously existing motifeme in the narrative sequence. This elaboration can be so expansive that, in the new narrative, what was previously one short motifeme has grown into a whole episode, which in and of itself contains several subordinate motifemes. An example is the motifeme in §5.1, where Naomi’s righteousness—in itself a motifeme transposed into the narrative from classical rabbinic literature—is described at length, and includes her cooking the Jewish-Kurdish *xamūsta* soup and giving some to her poor neighbours.\(^{34}\)

### 5.0. Motifemes in Samra’s Story

In what follows 19 of the motifemes contained in Samra’s story are listed. Each subsection begins with a description of the motifeme\(^{35}\) as told in Samra’s story, and continues with a discussion of the sources of the motifeme. The intention is to demonstrate the varied histories and transposition processes of the motifemes.

#### 5.1. Naomi and Elimelech’s Wealth, the Charity of Naomi (14)–(35)

Naomi and Elimelech are rich.

\(^{33}\) Kugel (1994, 4), however, defines the narrative expansion as an exegetical device which is “based on something that is in the [original] text” (original emphasis).

\(^{34}\) For further discussion of types of motifeme transposition, see §6.0 below.

\(^{35}\) Some of the subsections deal with groups of interconnected motifemes, rather than a single one.
(19) Ḥaširimḥwélu, Ḥswá-lu Ḥsadève Ḥswá-lu… xōṭṭe, Ḥswá-lu…
‘They were rich, they had a field, they had… wheat, they had…’

Naomi is a charitable woman, taking care of her needy neighbours and giving them some of the produce that God has given her. For example, whenever she cooks xamuṣta\(^{36}\) soup, she makes sure her needy neighbours have some, too.

(23) Ḥšaxénímḥdídi làtlu?! ṣaw[w]ôn-ile! (24) g-daryáwa xápča gōrsa, g-daryáwa xápča… mād-ʾəṭla, xà qāʾa, Ḥáz ṣūzlu, kutèle ta-yalúnke didax, lá šoqátte bêsax spïqa.

“My neighbours do not have [any]?! It’s a sin!” She would put some cracked wheat, would put some… whatever she had [lit. has], a zucchini, “Here,” [she says to the neighbour,] “make [=cook] [with] these some dumplings\(^{37}\) for your children, don’t leave your home empty [of food].”

---

\(^{36}\) A sour soup made with meat-filled dumplings. See following footnote.

\(^{37}\) The dish kutèle ‘meat-filled dumplings’ is very popular in Jewish-Kurdish cuisine, particularly in a sour green vegetable soup called xamuṣta; see Shilo (1986, 80–81, 139, 142–43). The kutèle will appear again in the narrative: when they return to Bethlehem, Naomi sends Ruth to glean ears of grain. Naomi says she would make dumplings with whatever Ruth brings: (49) u-ʾáz šobbólím bāsru, mēse, deqannu garsānnu g-ozānnu, b-ősax kütèle b-âxlax. ‘Make ears of grain behind them [=the harvesters, i.e., glean], bring [here what you have gleaned], I will crack [lit. knock (in a mortar)], grind them, prepare them, we shall make dumplings, we shall eat.’
Her husband, Elimelech, is angry with her for giving away their property. In order to prevent her from giving away any more he decides to move to the city of Me’ohav (in the Bible, Moab).

(33) kròble mónna, g-érra là g-šoqónnax go-bet-lèhem. g-yáwat ràba... kúlla dawólti b-yà[waj]tta. (34) wàlox g-zèda dwóltox! là-g-naqšal! ’állâ d-hûlle hûlle ùlî yáwan ta-ğèrî šî! là-q-qabôlwa. (35) qam-nabôlî qam-nabôlî l...bâżør mə’ohåv,

‘He got angry with her, he tells her, “I will not let you stay [lit. leave you] in Bethlehem. You give a lot... you will give [away] all of my property.” “Look now, your property will increase! It will not lessen! God, who gave, gave to me [in order that] I should give to others [lit. my other = other than me] also.” He didn’t accept. He took her. He took her to... the city of Me’ohav.’

In the Bible, the reason that Naomi and Elimelech and their two sons Mahlon and Chilion leave the Judahite city of Bethlehem and move to Moab is famine: “And it came to pass in the days when the judges judged, that there was a famine in the land. And a certain man of Bethlehem in Judah went to sojourn in the field of Moab, he, and his wife, and his two sons” (Ruth 1.1).38 There is no direct indication of their wealth in the biblical text, nor for Naomi carrying out charitable actions.

---

38 All translations of biblical verses into English in this chapter are based on JPS (1917) and JPS (1999), with some modifications.
Many rabbinic sources describe Elimelech’s family as members of the aristocracy.\(^{39}\) Targum Ruth translates the phrase אפרתים מבית לחם (Ruth 1.2), otherwise rendered ‘Ephrathites of Bethlehem’, as ‘leaders of Bethlehem’, and mentions that Elimelech’s family became ‘royal adjutants’ upon arriving in Moab (Levine 1973, 46–47).

One source of Naomi’s description as a good, charitable woman is Midrash Ruth Rabbah 2.5 (Lerner edition): “‘And the name of his wife Naomi’ since her deeds were worthy (naʾîm) and pleasant (naʾîmites).” (my translation)

A source for Elimelech’s stinginess as the reason of leaving Bethlehem is Midrash Ruth Zuta 1 (Buber edition 1925, 40): “Thus he said: ‘Tomorrow the poor gather and I cannot reside among them’” (my translation; see also Yalqūṭ Šim‘oni Ruth 598). The following passage of the same Midrash states, however, that stinginess was common to all the members of the family: “Why did scripture mention his wife and his sons? Since they held each other back, out of miserliness that they all had. When the husband wants [to give charity] the wife does not want, or the wife wants but the sons do not want” (Midrash Ruth Zuta 2, Buber edition 1925, 40).\(^{40}\)

\(^{39}\) BT Bava Batra 91a; Midrash Tanḥuma Shemini 9; Midrash Tanḥuma BeHar 3; Seder ‘Olam Rabbah 12, Ratner edition (1897, 53–54); Midrash Ruth Rabbah 1.9; 2.5; Yalqūṭ Šim‘oni Ruth 598.

\(^{40}\) This Aggadah appears also in Yalqūṭ Šim‘oni Ruth 599, and in Rabbi Tobiah Ben Eli’ezer, Midrash Leqaḥ Ṭov on Ruth 1.2, Bamberger edition (1887, 9).
The Jewish ‘Amidya NENA translation of Ruth 1.1 adds ‘rich man’ (Sabar 2006, 59). The ‘Ephrathites’ in Ruth 1.2 mentioned above are translated as ‘great’ or ‘heroes’ (Sabar 2006, 59, fn. 3). A recorded performance by Ḥakham Ḫabib ‘Alwan of the Jewish Zakho NENA translation of Ruth translates ‘Ephrathites’ as maʿaqule ‘noblemen, aristocrats’ (‘Alwan 1974). The Jewish Urmi NENA translation of the same verse states that they became ‘high officials’ in Moab, similar to Targum Ruth (Sabar 2006, 59, fn. 6).

5.2. Ruth and Orṭa are the Daughters of Meʿohav (40)

Elimelech marries his two sons to Ruth and Orṭa (in the Bible, Orpah), the daughters of Meʾohav (in the Bible, Moab):

(40) ܡܗܘܚܐܒܝܠ ܕܒܢܣܐ ܪܝܛ ܒܪܒܐ ܕܡܒܝܐ ܝܐ ܟܐܡܛܠܒܠܐ ܬܒܟܬܐ ܕܒܢܢܐ ܕܝܐ.

‘Meʾohav also has two daughters, Ruth and Orṭa. He [=Elimelech] asked for them [=for their hand] for both his sons.’

The book of Ruth does not mention any family relationship between Ruth and Orpah and the king of Moab. Nor does it indicate they are sisters. From the biblical text, it seems that Elimelech and Naomi’s two sons, Mahlon and Chilion, were married only after the death of Elimelech (Ruth 1.3–4).

In classical rabbinic literature there is an old, well-established exegetical tradition that Ruth was the daughter, or the

---

41 Sabar states that this may be taken from Rashi’s commentary on v. 1.
granddaughter, of Eglon king of Moab, who was himself, according to the same tradition, the grandson of Balak king of Moab (BT Horayot 10b; BT Nazir 23b; BT Sotah 47a; BT Sanhedrin 105b; see Levine 1973, 48, fn. 6). A later source, Midrash Ruth Rabbah 2.9 (Lerner edition), states that Orpah is a daughter of Eglon as well, and therefore Ruth’s sister.

5.3. Naomi’s House Remains as She Left It (48)

When Naomi returns with Ruth to her house in Bethlehem, all of her wheat-grinding implements are still there, just as she left them.

(48) psáxla dárgot bet-leḥêm' tüla. ′…ʾōtla səttə' u-garîsta' u-…' múx qamâe' bēsa wēla məlya 'awâe.′

‘She opened the door of [her house in] Bethlehem, she sat [down]…. She has a stone mortar and a hand mill and… like [it was] before, her house was full of things.’

This motifeme does not appear in previous sources. Both the Bible and the classical rabbinic literature describe Naomi’s return to Bethlehem in a way that may be interpreted as quite the opposite: in Ruth 1.21, Naomi says to the people of Bethlehem, “I went out full, and the Lord has brought me back home empty.” Midrash Ruth Rabbah on v. 19 gives the following speech said by the people of Bethlehem:

Is it she, whose deeds were good and worthy? Once she wore her colourful and woollen clothes and now she is

42 These specific grinding implements reflect the realia in Kurdistan.
wearing rags, once her face was red from eating and drinking and now her face is green from hunger, once she went by sedan chair and now she is walking barefoot.  

The association of Ruth and Naomi’s return with grinding implements may be explained by the end of Ruth 1.22, “they came to Bethlehem at the beginning of barley harvest,” and by the fact that the entire narrative from that point onwards is set within the period of harvest.

5.4. At the Synagogue (56)–(62)

After Ruth, heeding the advice of Naomi, spends the night at the foot of Boaz’s bed, she asks him to marry her in levirate marriage (yibbum), since Boaz’s father and Elimelech’s father were brothers. Boaz tells Ruth to come with Naomi to the synagogue on the following day, where they will resolve the matter.

(56) g-érre sé l-bèsa,1 ḫmahár[b] ré bôonne m-bônoke sáloxun ṭel-knëṣṭa,1 masyálax naʿōmi,1 u-ʔána-šik p-áwen go-kn̄iṣṭa,1 u-kn̄iṣṭa ml̄isa jamāʿa,1 b-ózaxni ḫp̄šarā.2

‘He tells her, “Go home, tomorrow morning come to the synagogue, Naomi will bring you, and I will also be in the synagogue, and the synagogue is full of people, we shall make a compromise.”’

43 Midrash Ruth Rabbah 3 (Lerner edition); my translation. Original Hebrew: [ותאמרנה זו נעמי אמרו זו היא שהייתה נאים ונעימים בעבר, היא מתכסה בבגדים צבעונין ומילתין שליה, והיтвор היא את המכש ינתחים, ו⟝ потеря היא את טבחה וטבתה, ו▭rente היא והיтвор היא את מכש מכתריו. והיтвор היאEntropy, יEventManager בחשTraditional and שלחיש, יEventManager פניה הדורות מבית האב ושריתו, ובשיש פניה ירותה מבית רעון. והיтвор היאEntropy, יEventManager בחשTraditional.]}
On the following day, Boaz brings his 89-year-old elder brother to the synagogue, and asks him to perform the *yibbum* and to take Ruth as wife. The brother replies:

(58) ʾàxoni təltə-sār yalúnke ʾòtli, u-ʾána ʾməvugárš li bə mi ʾ̱aḥkən, leb ʾəmməd-bəxə ʾmaḥkən, (59) šqúlla təlox hóya brəxta šələk, wèlə ʾnaʿəl’ ḏdí lúšla, ... (61) si-mbərəx-la."

"My brother, I have thirteen children, and I am old, I cannot speak, I cannot [even] speak with my wife. Take her [=Ruth] for you, may she be blessed upon you. Here is my shoe, wear it. ...Go wed [lit. bless] her."

The congregation agrees. On the following day, Boaz and Ruth are married in the synagogue by performing the ceremony of the seven blessings.

In the Bible, the *yibbum* scene is recounted in Ruth 4.1–12. It does not take place in the synagogue, but rather at the city gate. Ruth and Naomi are not mentioned as being present. The

---

44 Handing over one’s shoe is associated with levirate marriage. In Deut. 25.5–10, it is stated that if a man does not wish to perform levirate marriage with his brother’s widow, the ceremony of ḥalıṣa ‘loosening of the shoe’ must be performed: “Then shall his brother’s wife go up to him in the presence of the elders, and loose his shoe from off his foot, and spit in his face; and she shall answer and say: ‘So shall it be done unto the man that does not build up his brother’s house.’” (Deut. 25.9). In Ruth 4.7–8, it is stated: “Now this was the custom in former times in Israel concerning redeeming and concerning exchanging, to confirm all things: a man drew off his shoe, and gave it to his neighbour; and this was the attestation in Israel. So the near kinsman said unto Boaz: ‘Acquire for yourself,’ and he drew off his shoe.” See also BT Gittin 34b–37b.
legal procedure described in the biblical text is defined (in vv. 4 and 7) as *ge’ula*, the re-appropriation of agricultural land by a kinsman, and not *yibbum*, levirate marriage, as it is in Samra’s narrative. Indeed, the *ge’ula* procedure as described in Ruth is not identical to the one formulated in Lev. 25.25–34, since the latter describes only re-appropriation of property and does not mention marriage. The inclusion of marriage to Ruth in the legal procedure creates a strong association with the *yibbum* procedure. In addition, one procedural component taken from *yibbum* (or, more accurately, from the renouncement of the *yibbum* obligation), namely *ḥaliṣa*—taking off the shoe of one party and giving it to the other party—does appear in the biblical text. In both the biblical and Samra’s texts, the refusal of the more closely related *go’el*, or redeemer, is explained by his reluctance to marry an additional wife, Ruth, though in the biblical narrative, he initially agrees to acquire the land and withdraws his agreement only when he hears of his obligation to marry Ruth as well. The Bible does not reveal the familial relation between Boaz and the closer *go’el*, nor does it give any other identifying details, such as his name, age, or the number of his children. Boaz’s taking Ruth as a wife is discussed in Ruth 4.13, but there is no mention of a ceremony of the seven blessings.

When it comes to the locale, Targum Ruth 4.1 translates the ‘gate’ as ‘the gate of the court of the Sanhedrin’ (see Levine 1973, 98).\(^{45}\) Several classical rabbinic literary sources identify the closer redeemer as one of Boaz’s paternal uncles and as a brother

\(^{45}\) Targum Ruth translates Ruth 3.11 similarly. The Sanhedrin was the supreme rabbinical court.
of Elimelech (e.g., BT Bava Batra 91a; Midrash Tanḥuma BeHar 3). However, one source maintains that the goʾel, whose name is Tob, is indeed Boaz’s elder brother (Midrash Ruth Rabbah 6.6 Lerner edition). Boaz is said to have been 80 years old at the time of the marriage (Midrash Ruth Rabbah 6.4 Lerner edition; Yalquṭ Šimʿoni Ruth 606), thus an elder brother aged 89 is plausible.

Both the recorded performance by Ḥakham Ḥabib ʿAlwan for the Jewish Zakho NENA translation of Ruth (ʿAlwan 1974) and the Jewish ʿAmidya NENA translation of Ruth 4.1 (Sabar 2006, 74) name the goʾel as Tob, but do not provide details about his age, family relationship, or number of children. The recorded performance renders the ‘gate’ of Ruth 4.1 as bes din ‘court of law’ (ʿAlwan 1974). The ‘Amidya translation renders it as darga d-sanhedrin ‘the gate of the Sanhedrin’ (Sabar 2006, 74).

5.5. Boaz’s Death and Elishay’s Birth (64)–(83)

Boaz dies the day after marrying Ruth. Many people come to the funeral and Naomi, being a resourceful woman, publicly declares that the marriage took place, that Ruth spent one night with Boaz, and that if Ruth is pregnant, the child is Boaz’s:

(77) ʾilá[ha] sāḥez u-nāše sāhz! kūllo mórru ḫisēder.ʾilá[ha] ḥūlē’ smāخلا,ʾ mánī sèle-la?ʾ k-ʾituḥ máni?

“God shall [bear] witness and people shall [bear] witness!”

Everyone said, “Okay”. God gave, she became pregnant,

---

46 According to this and other sources, the name of the closer redeemer was Tob; this is derived from an interpretation of Ruth 3.13.
who came to her [=who was the child]? Do you know who?’

Ruth gives birth to Elishay.

The biblical text does not say how long Boaz lived after marrying Ruth. The name of their child was Obed, who was the father of Jesse (Hebrew Yishay), and Jesse was the father of David (Ruth 4.17–22).

Only one source in classical rabbinic literature mentions Boaz’s death immediately after his marriage to Ruth, Midrash Ruth Zuta:47 “They said, in the same night that he came unto her he died” (Midrash Ruth Zuta on Ruth 4.13, Buber edition 1925, 49; my translation). The motif is repeated in two later rabbinic sources: Yalqūṭ Šimʿoni (Ruth 608) and Midrash Leqaḥ Ṭov (Rabbi Tobiah Ben Eliʿezer, Midrash Leqaḥ Ṭov on Ruth 4.17, Bamberger edition 1887, 44).48 The latter contains a description of the actions which Ruth takes to prevent suspicion with regard to her fidelity:

When Boaz came to Ruth, on that same night he died. And Ruth held him upon her belly the entire night so that they should not say that she was disloyal to him with another man. And when all came in the morning, they found him dead on her belly and therefore they named him [=the child] after Naomi [since she adopted him]. (Rabbi Tobiah

---

47 On the problem of dating Ruth Zuta, see Shoshani (2008). Midrash Ruth Zuta was first published by Buber in 1894.
48 Midrash Leqaḥ Ṭov is a Midrashic collection for the Pentateuch and the Megillot composed by Rabbi Tobiah Ben Eliʿezer in Macedonia during the 11th century. It contains both material derived from ancient sources and original material by the author.
Ben Eliʿezer, Midrash Leqah Tov on Ruth 4.17, Bamberger edition 1887, 44; my translation)⁴⁹

While the strategy to prevent suspicion described in this source is not the same as the one in Samra’s story, Naomi plays a role in both.

The motifeme of speaking to the crowd gathered for Boaz’s funeral found in Samra’s story may have originated from the Midrashic description of the funeral for Boaz’s wife:

And some say that the wife of Boaz died on that day, and [the people of] all of the towns congregated in order to pay an act of kindness [=participate in the funeral]. Ruth entered with Naomi, and it came to pass that she [=Boaz’s wife] was taken out and she [=Ruth] entered [at the same time]. And all the city was astir concerning them. (Midrash Ruth Rabbah 3.5–6 Lerner edition; my translation)⁵₀

In both texts, the gathering of a congregation for a funeral is exploited to serve as an event of interaction with the public. However, the two similar motifemes are positioned and integrated at two different points of the narrative sequence; this is an example of the transposition of a motifeme from one point to another within the same narrative.

The Jewish ‘Amidya NENA translation of Ruth 4.14 associates the night of Boaz and Ruth’s marriage with the death of

---

⁴⁹ Original Hebrew: ד”א יכול בן ל":{"לענן ואל Blanco מספר בשים בשלום אל זה באוה. helicopter אתים והמסירה את אל תחתו כל התלוליה ועל הכתרתו谁 יאמרר ויתפשו את על התלוליה שלא יאמרו הנחת התות נמשות את회 ובשלו. helel במקום מוצעו אתה על התלוליה שלפני קריאתו על שים.

⁵₀ Original Hebrew: כל ונתחר נא答えו והיום אמש באתה הים, התבוננו כל העיונית למילתו השם, יוער לכל עמה בנולתה ברך, נכמה רוח עם נўם, והיתה היא וישמה这两种سكن, והוהו אל יוער עלית.
Boaz’s previous wife: *qam do lele mətla bax-boʿaz u-mosele ʿaya, mən-ʾilaha* ‘On that night the wife of Boaz died and he brought this one [i.e., he took Ruth], [it was] from God’ (Sabar 2006, 76; my translation). This association between the two events may have opened the door for the transposition of the motifeme of the funeral for purposes of providing an opportunity for interaction with the public.

5.6. **Elishay Suspects His Wife of Unfaithfulness (85)–(89)**

Elishay (in the Bible, Jesse), the father of David, is angry with his wife. He chases her out of the house. She stays at her father’s house for one month while pregnant with David.

(85) *krɔbwale* mən-dɛ bāxta ɗamməd-wéla smáxta bəd-dávid ha-mèlex.’ ...(86) *qam-kɔrdwalə* xá yaʁxa zólla be-bàba.’

‘He got angry with this woman [i.e., his wife], while she was pregnant with king David…. He chased her out, for one month she went to her father’s house.’

When she returns, Elishay does not believe that the child is his.

(86) *sèla* g-ɔmrə-le ɗam-kɔrdɔtti ɗ-hènna ɗ-ˈána bāxta smɔxta.’

‘She came, she says to him, “You chased me out, and this and I am a pregnant woman.” He says, “No, no! You are not pregnant!”’

The wife calls God as a witness that she had not been touched by other men.
God is angry with Elishay for casting doubts upon the morality of his righteous wife and his paternity of the child.

This motifeme has no trace in the biblical text. In classical rabbinic literature, the prominent trend is to portray Jesse as a person of impeccable behaviour and moral stature. He is mentioned as one of four people who never sinned (BT Shabbat 65b; Targum Ruth 4.22 [=Levine 1973, 41]; Rabbi Menahem Ben Rabbi Shelomo, Midrash Sekhel Tov on Exod. 6.20, Buber edition 1901, II:35). It is hard to see how this view is compatible with the motifeme in Samra’s story.

There is, however, a source in which this motifeme does appear. Curiously, it is a work that did not have as wide a distribution in the Jewish world as other late Midrashic works: *Yalqūṭ ha-Makhiri*. This is a compilation of earlier Midrashic material that was composed by Rabbi Makhir Ben Abba Mari, apparently in 14th-century Spain or Provence. In *Yalqūṭ ha-Makhiri* on Ps. 118, we read the following story:
Jesse was the head of the Sanhedrin\textsuperscript{51}... He had sixty grown sons, and he became celibate with his wife for three years. After three years, he had a beautiful female slave and he desired her. He told her, “My daughter, prepare yourself tonight in order to come to me in exchange for a release document.” The slave went and said to her mistress, “Save yourself and myself and the soul of my master from hell.” She said to her, “What is the reason for that?” She told her everything. She said to her, “My daughter, what can I do? For he has not touched me for three years now.” She said to her, “I will give you some advice, go prepare yourself and so will I, and this evening when he says ‘shut the door’ you shall enter and I shall go out.” And thus she did. In the evening, the slave stood and extinguished the candle, she came to shut the door, her mistress entered and she went out. She spent the entire night with him and was impregnated with David. And out of his love for that slave, David turned out redder than his brothers... after nine months, her sons wanted to kill her and her son David, since they saw he was red. Jesse told them, “Let him be and he will be enslaved to us and a shepherd.” This was concealed for 28 years, until God said to Samuel, “Go, I will send you to the house of Jesse the Bethlehemite.”

(Rabbi Makhir Ben Abba Mari, Buber edition 1899, II:214)\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{51} The supreme rabbinical court.

\textsuperscript{52} Original Hebrew: היה אלהובה בן דוד אמר חד, במערבא אמראי תרי בה פלגי... חד אמר דוד בן שבואה היה, בחדש עי אש לַסנהדרין היה, ולא היה יוצא אלא באוכלו בתו רבו, והי אל ס ביבי גודים ופירש מאשתו י שין, ולאחר י Shine היה, לא שפה את התשובה הל. אל יתי תקינ עתמכ יהללו י שיחכים אל י בון שתרו, הלכה השפהת אמרו לברורה תצילה עתמכ משיש ואוזני מנה, אל המ תעס, שתה הל את הכלה, אל יתי מהに乗שה שיחות י שין אלゲ נני, אלא יאתל כי, אל תקינו עתמכ יאיג כי, הלוער וביאמר סניר יולת תבנמי את ואזא אניר, יקול תעשת. הלוער.
Yalqūṭ ha-Makhīrī remained in manuscript form until it was published in six volumes by five scholars over four decades, starting in 1893. The volume that contains this passage was published by Shēlōmo Buber in 1899. Rabbi Makhir lists his source for each of the passages of his book, but the source given for this particular passage is simply “a Midrash.” It is not to be found in any earlier extant rabbinic work. However, the story does appear, in a different formulation, in another work from the same period and region, Torat ha-Mminḥa, by the 14th-century Spanish Rabbi Yaʿaqov Ben Ḥananʾel Sikili (or, of Sicily), which remained in manuscript form until 1991 (Sikili 1991, homily no. 23; referred to by Azulay 1957, 72). The story is then mentioned in several later sources, each giving a different formulation as well as different reasoning for Jesse’s actions, and citing different biblical verses as support. It appears in Keli Yaqar (Laniado 1992, 416, on 1 Sam. 16.11), a commentary on the books of the prophets.


54 This is referred to by Ginzberg (1909–1938, VI:246, fn. 11).
by Rabbi Shemu’el Ben Avraham Laniado (16th–17th century, Aleppo). Rabbi Menahem Azariah da Fano (1548–1620, Mantova, Italy) gives a long version of the story, considerably different from the Yalqūṭ ha-Makhīrī version and containing Kabbalistic interpretation, in his Ma’amar Ḥiqqur ha-Dīn (printed in 1597). This passage by Fano is quoted in a responsum (printed in 1723) by Rabbi Ya‘aqov Alfandari (17th century), which deals with a Halakhic question concerning the possibility of marriage between someone who may perhaps be a mamzer and a released slave. Rabbi Ḥayyim Yosef David Azulay (the Ḥida, 1724–1806) has the story in his Sefer Midbar Qedemot (Azulay 1957, 72) and in several other places in his writings. Rabbi Eliyahu of Vilna (known as the Vilna Gaon, 1720–1797) gives a commentary on Rabbi Yosef Caro’s Yore Deʿa 157:24 (Ginzberg 1909–1938, VI:246, fn. 11), where he simply adds the comment ke-ʿuvda de-yišay ‘as the deed of Yishay’ to a decree of Rabbi Moshe Isserles (the Rema) dealing with a disguised wife.

55 Part 3, ch. 10. Ma’amār Ḥiqqur ha-Dīn was printed as part of Fano’s Sefer ‘Asara Ma’amārot (Fano 1649, 60a), referred to by Azulay (1957, 72).
56 A child born from forbidden relations between a married woman and a man who is not her husband.
57 Responsum 68 in Part A of Sefer Muṣal me-ʾEš, a collection of Alfandari’s writings that survived a fire; see Alfandari (1998, 95). This responsum was referred to by Azulay (1957, 72).
58 For the various other places the story appears in Azulay’s writings, see fn. 5 there. Azulay’s version of the story is referred to by Ginzberg (1909–1938, VI:246, fn. 11).
Shinan (1996) notes that the *Yalqūṭ ha-Makhiri* passage deals with but one case of a series of women in king David’s ancestry who disguised themselves in an intimate situation: Leah and Jacob (Gen. 29), Tamar and Judah (Gen. 38), Ruth and Boaz (Ruth 3), and the daughters of Lot (Gen. 19). Shinan (1996) also claims that although the purposes of this tradition are not entirely clear, it must have a connection to Ps. 51.7: “Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, and in sin did my mother conceive me.”

Curiously, a similar story is told by Josephus in his Antiquities of the Jews (book 12, ch. 4.6; referred to by Ginzberg 1909–1938, VI:246, fn. 11); in this case the story is about Joseph, the son of Tobias who had a son, Hyrcanus, with his niece, who had been disguised by her father as an actress and with whom Joseph fell in love.

The fact that Elishay’s wife stays at her father’s house for a month in Samra’s story represents the realia of marital life in Kurdistan. It was common for a woman, who would be living with her husband’s extended family,⁵⁹ to take shelter at her parents’ house for a period of time after a quarrel with her husband or her mother-in-law—there is a verb to describe this, *moxšəmla*.⁶⁰

---

⁵⁹ On the patrilocal pattern of marriage in the Jewish communities of Kurdistan, see Aloni (2014a, 85–101); also Feitelson (1959, 207); Starr Sered (1992, 13).

⁶⁰ See Sabar (2002a, 201) on *x-š-m*: “(K[urdish]/P[ersian]) to feel alienated (daughter-in-law who after a quarrel goes back to live temporarily with her parents).”
5.7. **David’s Anointment (90)–(119)**

God sends the prophet Samuel to anoint a son of Elishay as king. Elishay has six sons, and he presents them to Samuel by age. God had told Samuel to anoint the son that had a pillar of fire, the Shekhinah ‘divine presence’, upon his head. But Samuel does not see the pillar of fire upon any of the sons’ heads.

(109) *móséle ʾaw-xət* stún nūra lā xəzyālē. 1
(110) šmūʾəl hannavi, 1
  márrele rəbbonō ʾšel-ʿolām 1 dámməd ʾḥnōlā, 1 šəxīnə b-rēše, 1
  ʾəḥa-le! 1
  ‘He brought the other one, he didn’t see the pillar of fire. Samuel the prophet, the Master of the Universe [had] told him, “When the Shekhinah stood [i.e., dwells] upon his head, this is he.”’

Samuel asks Elishay:

(111) ʾətlōx xá brōnə xāt? 1
  ‘Do you have another son?’

Elishay says that he has one more son, who is seven years old.

(111) wēle ɡo-ḥsadēḥ ʾəmməd ʾərba, 1
  ‘He is in the field with the sheep.’

Samuel tells him to fetch that son. He comes from the field wearing a *dašdāša* ‘ankle-length robe’ and a white hat.

(113) ɡ-ěr ʾḥmōl ʾəxxa, 1 monāxe bəd-rəbbōnō ʾšel-ʿolām 1 šaxinā ʾḥmōlā. 1
  ‘He [i.e., =Samuel the prophet] says, “Stand here,” he looked towards the Master of the Universe, the Shekhinah stood [i.e., dwelt upon the head of that son, David].’
The prophet Samuel anoints David as king of Israel, using oil from the Temple.

The anointment of king David by Samuel is told in 1 Sam. 16. There God tells Samuel to anoint the son that he points out (16.3), Jesse brings forth his sons in order (16.7–10), and Samuel asks whether there are more sons and then instructs Jesse to fetch David from the field where he was tending the sheep (16.11).

The anointment is referred to, or retold, in numerous rabbinic sources, ranging from early Tannaitic works (e.g., Sifre Devarim 17; Midrash Tannaim on Deut. 1.17) to the late Midrashim.61

The motifs of the pillar of fire and Shekhinah are well-known from other places in Jewish literature, but both are absent from all sources that recount David’s anointment. The biblical text states that “the spirit of the Lord came mightily upon David from that day forward” (1 Sam. 16.13), immediately after the anointment, but not before.62

David’s age at the time of his anointment is not mentioned in the Bible. He is said to be 28 in Seder ʿOlam Rabbah (Ratner edition 1897, 57, ch. 13),63 an early rabbinic work from the Tannaitic period, as well as in Yalqut ha-Makhiri (see §5.6 above) and in Torat ha-Minḥa (see §5.6 above).

61 For a list of further references, see Ginzberg (1909–1939, VI:247–49, fns 13–23).
62 Midrash Tannaim on Deut. 1.17 does, however, state that David prophesied as a young child that he would destroy the cities of the Philistines, kill Goliath, and build the Temple.
63 Ratner notes that although the printed version is ‘29’, the correct version according to manuscripts is ‘28’.
5.8. **Guri Kunzəri** (128)–(131), (179)–(181)

King Saul had *Guri Kunzəri*, a suit of armour. Only the one chosen to be king, David, would be able to wear it. The suit is described as an object able to test the capability to fight Goliath.

(128) **mád ʾiz, yyalúnkəd yerušáləyim, šróxle ʾrámko₱ì ʾaše, ʾhakóme g- indeb qaṭələ gəli₱as.**

‘All of [lit. whatever there is] the children [i.e., boys] of Jerusalem, a loudspeaker called out that they should come, since the king wished to kill Goliath. He says, whoever wears this outfit, he is able to kill him.’

But it does not fit anyone. Only one boy has not tried the suit on, a seven-year-old boy who was left in the fields. King Saul orders him to be fetched.

(131) **qam-malušìla ʾillé, bór ʃoʾá şənne, yiʃtábbáḥ šəmò rwéle qam- ma₱ələ!**

‘They dressed him with it [lit. it on him], [only] seven years old [i.e., therefore small], may His name be praised, he [ = David] grew and filled it!’

When king Saul sees this, he is angry, since he feels that this boy, David, will become king instead of him. Later in the story, David refuses to wear the suit of armour, and insists on wearing his own *dašdàša* ‘ankle-length robe’.

---

64 From Kurdish *zirih* ‘coat of mail’ and *kum* ‘helmet’; see Sabar (2002a, 161), where he also refers to occurrences of the word in Rivlin (1959, 233, 241).
(180) gələlələlə léwa ḥāš ṭālīIl läšši qəzla! ḫlī ḫlī ḫlī makušnna mənni ʾāna bəd-dəšdəša dīdī b-əzənət!
‘Gələlələlə it [ = the suit] is not good for me! My body has been burnt. No no no! I’ll take it off me, I shall go in my ankle-length robe!’

His reason for doing so is that he noticed Saul’s anger, and he does not want to draw his animosity.

(181) g-əmer ʾéne lá-hoya ṣəlJ, 1
‘He says [ = his reasoning was], “His [ = Saul’s] eye should not be upon me.”’65

The basis for this motifeme is to be found in 1 Sam. 17.38–39, immediately after king Saul agrees to send David to fight Goliath:

And Saul clad David with his apparel, and he put a helmet of brass upon his head, and he clad him with a coat of mail. And David girded his sword upon his apparel, and he essayed to go[, but could not]; for he had not tried it. And David said unto Saul: “I cannot go with these; for I have not tried them.” And David put them off him.66

65 Interestingly, the Hebrew word ʿoyen ‘hostile’ in 1 Sam. 18.9 is derived from the same root as ʿayin ‘eye’. The (1917) JPS translation for the verse is “And Saul eyed David from that day and forward.”

66 One more exchange of clothes by David which occurs in the biblical narrative is in: “And Jonathan stripped himself of the robe that was upon him, and gave it to David, and his apparel, even to his sword, and to his bow, and to his girdle” (1 Sam. 18.4). The robe in this verse may be the source for the dašdâša ‘ankle-length robe’.
This motifeme appears in several rabbinic sources (BT Ye-
vamot 76b; Midrash Leviticus Rabbah 26.9; Midrash Tanḥuma
Emor, 4; Midrash Shemu’el 21, Buber edition 1925, 64).67 In all
these sources, the suit which Saul gives to David miraculously fits
his size, Saul’s dissatisfaction is visible, and David refuses to wear
the suit for the battle, saying “I cannot go with these; for I have
not tried them” (1 Sam. 17.39). In some of these sources, the
miraculous fitting on David of clothing that belongs to Saul, who
was previously described as being “from his shoulders and up-
ward… taller than any of the people” (1 Sam. 9.2), is presented
as a sign of David’s future kingship:68 for example, “even if a per-
son is short, once he is appointed king he becomes tall” (Midrash
Leviticus Rabbah 26.9; my translation) and “that is proof that
David, may peace be upon him, was worthy for kingship” (Midrash
Aggadah on Lev. 21.15, Buber edition 1894, 54; my transla-
tion). Nonetheless, in none of the sources is the suit presented as
a test object, as in Samra’s formulation.

Saul giving his coat of mail, helmet, and sword to David is
mentioned in the epic song by Ḥakham Eliyahu Avraham Dahoki
Mizraḥi of Dohok published by Rivlin (Rivlin 1930, 114; 1959,
241), but there is no mention of a miraculous change in size in
the song.

67 Subsequent references to this tradition include: Midrash Aggadah on
Lev. 21.15, Buber edition 1894, 53–54); Rashi on 1 Sam. 17.38; Abra-
vanel on 1 Sam. 17.55.
68 Cf. motif H36.2 “Garment fits only true king” in Thompson (1955–
1958).
5.9. The Seven Stones (147)–(150), (162)–(164)

On his way to the battlefield, David collects seven stones to use with his bardaqaniyye ‘slingshot’. As he picks up the stones, he proclaims:

(148) bəzxút ’avrahām, †bəzxút yitshāk, †bəzxút yaʿaqōv’

“For the merit of Abraham, [For the merit of] Isaac, [For the merit of] Jacob”

He continues in this manner to name five patriarchal figures. He puts the stones in his pocket. Before using these stones in battle, David again says:

(162) yā ’ilāhi, †bəzxút kūd xá u-xā, †šóʾa nāse, †

“O my God, for the merit of each and every one [of those] seven [sic] men”...

He then puts his hand in his pocket and discovers that the seven stones he collected have become one stone.

The biblical source of this motifeme is 1 Sam. 17.40:

And he took his staff in his hand, and chose him five smooth stones out of the brook, and put them in the shepherd’s bag which he had, even in his scrip; and his sling was in his hand; and he drew near to the Philistine.

The following extract appears in Midrash Shemu’el: 69

“And he took his staff in his hand, and chose for himself five smooth stones out of the brook,” one for the name

69 Original Hebrew: רוח מתכלל יבדו יברד ולầmשה חלוק אבותנוモノ נתנו, אתרוOSH TSH ששתנה עליי בדידי אבותנו, אמר אמור לא אתי וההוא עליי להפרע ממנה, (א”ל) [אמרו] הכהנ”ה והוה לפלני חורך וזריח, עלי להפרע ממנה...
[= sake] of the Holy One blessed be He, and one for the name [= sake] of Aaron, and three for the three patriarchs. Said Aaron, “Is it not me who is the blood-avenger? I must take vengeance on him [= Goliath]!” Said the Holy One blessed be He, “But it is before me that he had taunted and cursed! I must take vengeance on him!” (Midrash Shemu’el 21, Buber edition 1925, 64; my translation)

Here, there is no mention of the separate stones becoming one. The merging of the stones is reminiscent, though, of a famous Aggadah about the stones collected by Jacob, which appears in various formulations in several places in classical rabbinic literature, for example:

> It is written: “And he took of the stones of the place” (Gen. 28.11); but it is also written: “And he took the stone” (Gen. 28.18)! Said Rabbi Yitzḥak: “That teaches us that all of these stones gathered to one place, while each one of them says, ‘Upon me shall this righteous man rest his head,’” a Tanna taught: “They were all merged into one.” (BT Hullin 91b, my translation)70

The application of the motifeme of the merger of the stones to the stones of David appears in the Zohar in several places (Zohar III:272a; Tiquney Zohar 62a; Zohar Ḥadash 66b), for example:

70 Original Hebrew: חתך ייח ימכן המכים, וחתך ייח אתה ואביך; אמר רבי ייזח:ملמדشرحכתבעך כל אחר שמכים אמציך, וכל אחר אתה עצמה עליך.ציריך זה ראשי; תנא: כלן נבלעו בשמת. Also in: Midrash Genesis Rabbah 68; Midrash Tanhuma VaYeše 1; Midrash Yelammdennu Genesis 128; Midrash Tehillim 91.6; Rabbi Tobiah Ben Eli’ezer, Midrash Leqaḥ Ṭov on Gen. 28.11, Buber edition (1880, 140–41); Midrash Genesis Rabbati 28.11; Rabbi Menaḥem Ben Rabbi Shelomo, Midrash Sekhel Ṭov on Gen. 30.13, Buber edition (1900, I:140–42); Yalqūṭ Šim‘oni VaYeše 118.
“They were made one, all of the five” (Zohar III:272a; my translation).

In the epic songs published by Rivlin (1959, 246), the motifeme of the merger of the stones appears only in the epic song by Ḥakham Eliyahu Avraham Dahoki Mizraḥi of Dohok.

5.10. The Battle against Goliath (151)–(166)

David goes to fight Goliath. Goliath is surprised to see a child standing in front of him, and disparages him. In the battle, blows will be struck in turn. Goliath says:

(152) mxì darbàdox [= dárba didox],¹

“Strike your blow.”

David replies that Goliath should strike first, since he is the one wearing armour and since David does not know how to strike.

(152) mxì dárba didox¹ xázax mà šókəl-hîle.

“Strike your blow [and] we’ll see what sort [of a blow] it is.”

Goliath strikes his blow and destroys half a mountain. He causes David to go flying. God saves David, cushioning his landing. When David returns to the battlefield, Goliath is surprised that he is still alive.

(156) g-er-má-wət š âx?! má?¹ g-er wən-šâx¹ ḫamdû-l-lâ.¹ bês ʿilá[ha] ʿmîrâ.²⁷¹

²⁷¹ See above, ch. 1, §14.0, proverb no. (79).
'He [= Goliath] says, “What, you’re alive?! What?” He [= David] says, “I’m alive, thank God. The house of God is built" [= everything is well].”

Now it is David’s turn. First he proclaims:

(162)yá ’ilàihi, bə̂zxút kúd xá u-xà, šó’a nàse,

“O my God, for the merit of each and every [of those] seven men”

Then, using his bardaqaniyye ‘slingshot’, he shoots the single stone into Goliath’s forehead.

(164) ’úzla găr-găr-găr-găr qam-ʾozále trè qáṭ’e.

‘It made găr-găr-găr-găr [and] it made him two pieces [i.e., sliced him].’

Goliath, not being aware that he has been split in two, asks contemptuously ‘Is this your blow?’, to which David replies by asking Goliath to wiggle a bit.

(166) šášle gyâne’ xá qáṭ’ā mpólle mônne'

‘He wiggled himself, one piece fell off him.’

The battle between David and Goliath is described in 1 Sam. 17.41–50. Taking turns in striking is not mentioned there, or anywhere in classical rabbinic literature. The sources do not mention Goliath having a chance to strike—indeed, some of the sources state that upon seeing David, Goliath was rooted to the ground, unable to move (Midrash Leviticus Rabbah 21.2; Midrash Shemu’el 21, Buber edition 1925, 65).

However, such a motifeme of taking turns in battle appears in the well-known folk-epic ‘Qaṭine’. This folk-epic describes the adventures of the Assyrian national hero, Qaṭine. The various
folk-traditions comprising this tale were shaped into the national Assyrian epic song *Zmīrta D’Qāṭine* by the 20th-century poet William Daniel, and published it in three volumes containing some 6000 verses (see Warda and Odisho 2000; Donabed 2007; Lamassu 2014). One version of the folk-traditions of this epic, known to the Jews of Zakho and told in prose, is attested in Shilo (2014, 148–65). In one episode in Shilo’s version, Qaṭine fights against the hero of Armenia. In this episode, like in that recounting the battle of David and Goliath in Samra’s story, the motifs of taking turns and cutting the opponent into two without him realising are both present. When Qaṭine’s turn to strike comes, he cuts the hero of Armenia, head to toe, with his recently sharpened dagger. The hero is not aware that he has been cut and laughs at Qaṭine. Qaṭine asks him to dance a little before he strikes his third blow. When the hero does, he falls into two pieces.

Taking turns and cutting one’s adversary into two also appear in the episode of the David and Goliath battle in the epic song recorded by Rivlin from Ḥakham Eliyahu Avraham Dahoki Mizraḥi of Dohok (Rivlin 1930, 116; 1959, 245–47).

5.11. Goliath’s Sword and ’Eliya Ḥattè and His Condition (167)–(178)

King Saul has ordered that Goliath’s head must be cut off and placed before him, so that he knows that Goliath has indeed been killed; no sword but Goliath’s own can cut off his head. David asks ’Eliya Ḥattè (in the Bible, Uriah the Hittite), the bearer of Goliath’s armour, to give him Goliath’s sword, so that he can cut off Goliath’s head and carry it to king Saul.
‘He says, “I will not give it to you. I have a condition for [lit. with] you: if you give me a daughter of Israel [i.e., a girl of Israel to marry], I will give it to you.”’

David hesitates, but eventually agrees. As a result, God becomes angry with David:

‘He says, “You cannot give any daughter of Israel to him but the daughter, the one that is your spouse, Bathsheba, [which is] written [i.e., destined] for you from heaven, you will give her to Ḥēliyā Ḥēttē.”’

David cuts off Goliath’s head, and takes it and places it in front of king Saul. The Israelites are freed from Goliath and the Philistines.

‘That trouble went [away and] passed from Israel. God will give good to Israel, there was a celebration.’

David appoints Ḥēliyā Ḥēttē the head of his army.

David’s decapitation of Goliath is recounted in 1 Sam. 17.51:

And David ran, and stood over the Philistine, and took his sword, and drew it out of the sheath thereof, and slew him,
and cut off his head therewith. And when the Philistines saw that their mighty man was dead, they fled.

In v. 54, it is told that David brought Goliath’s head to Jerusalem: “And David took the head of the Philistine, and brought it to Jerusalem; but he put his armour in his tent.” The condition imposed by ʾEliya Ḥattè regarding an Israelite woman alludes to the story of David and Bathsheba, told in 2 Sam. 11.

The idea that Bathsheba was David’s destined wife appears in the Talmud: “Bathsheba the daughter of Eliam was destined for David from the six days of creation, but she came to him with pain” (BT Sanhedrin 107a). However, the Aggadah that identifies Uriah the Hittite as Goliath’s armour-bearer, that says he is given an Israelite woman by David, and that indicates that God punishes David by making this woman David’s destined wife Bathsheba, is quoted only by later sources. The earliest attestation thereto is an allusion in a commentary on Chronicles ascribed to a disciple of Saadia Gaon (10th century CE): “And the one who says that Uriah the Hittite was the military servant of Goliath, is wrong” (Kirchhiem 1874, 10; commentary on 1 Chron. 2.17; quoted by Lewin 1940, 189). The two earliest sources in which our Aggadah explicitly appears are Rabbi Shemuʾel Ben Avraham Laniado’s Keli Yaqar (Laniado 1603, 293a, commentary on 2 Sam. 11.3) and Rabbi Moshe Alsheikh’s Marʾot Ha-Tzovʾot (Alsheikh 1603–1607, 45a, commentary on 2 Sam. 12.1), which cites it as being from “a Midrash of our rabbis which became known though I have not seen it written [= a copy of it].” Though there is insufficient information to determine the exact years that Rabbi Laniado spent in the city of Safed, it is possible that the two rabbis lived there concurrently, during the latter half of the
16th century CE; it is certainly the case that their two books were printed in the same year and by the same publisher in Venice. Subsequent sources are *Petaḥ Ha-ʾOhel*, an alphabetical collection of homilies and Aggadot by Rabbi Avraham Ben Yehudah Leb of Przemysł (1691, 15a); *Pney Yehoshua* ʿ, a Talmudic commentary by Rabbi Yaʿakov Yehoshua ʿ Falk (Falk 1739, commentary on BT Qiddushin 76b); and ʾḤomat ʾAnakh, a biblical commentary by Rabbi Ḥayyim Yosef David Azulay (Azulay 1803, 20b, commentary on Ps. 38.19). Lewin, who lists the two early sources by Lan-iado and Alsheikh and the later source by Leb (as well as additional sources which state that Bathsheba was indeed predestined for David, but do not relate specifically our Aggadah) in his ʾOtzr Ha-Geʾonim (Lewin 1940, 189–90), writes in the introduction to the volume that these relatively late sources do not seem to be the original source of this Aggadah (Lewin 1940, viii).

Our Aggadah does appear in the epic songs by Ḥakham Eli-yahu Avraham Dahoki Mizraḥi of Dohok (Rivlin 1930, 116–17; 1959, 248), by Rabbi Ḥayyim Shalom son of Rabbi Avraham son of Rabbi ʿOvadya of Nerwa and ʿAmidya (Rivlin 1959, 253), and by Ḥakham Yishay of Urmia (Rivlin 1959, 299), all recorded by Rivlin. In the first song, David asks for Goliath’s sword, in the second he asks for a key for Goliath’s armour which was hidden in Goliath’s beard, and in the third he asks Uriah to open the armour around Goliath’s neck. In Samra’s version both the sword and the key are mentioned. Rivlin writes about this Aggadah:

As for the use of Aggadah by the authors of the [epic] songs, we should keep in mind that the Jews of Kurdistan also had a tradition and Aggadah, which may originate in lost Midrashim. We should not assume that all Aggadot in
these songs originate with the author. Such is the case with the Aggadah about Uriah the Hittite and Bathsheba in these songs, which is not to be found in the Midrashim, but a source for it was found\textsuperscript{72} in the writings of the Geonim. (Rivlin 1959, 104; my translation)

5.12. Saul’s Illness (183)–(184)

Realising that David will take his place as king, king Saul becomes angry and ill.

(183)\textit{pə́šle ràba \textsuperscript{hi}hölé.\textsuperscript{hi}} (184) \textit{dúqle rëše,\textsuperscript{1} rāḥqa mən-\textsuperscript{3}sra’èl\textsuperscript{1}, m̀aɾ’\textsuperscript{1}a,\textsuperscript{1} là-g-ḥat\textsuperscript{1}əl!}\textsuperscript{1}

‘He became very sick. A pain, may it be far from Israel, caught his head, it does not stop!’

The Bible several times links Saul’s “evil spirit from God” and David’s success. Saul’s condition is never described as an illness, let alone a headache. The first mention of the evil spirit occurs immediately after David’s anointment by Samuel, as a consequence of it:

Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed him in the midst of his brethren; and the spirit of the Lord came mightily upon David from that day forward. So Samuel rose up, and went to Ramah. Now the spirit of the Lord had departed from Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lord terrified him. (1 Sam. 16.13–14)

It is the remedy to this evil spirit, the music of the harp, that brings David into the house of Saul for the first time:

\textsuperscript{72} The source, the aforementioned commentary on Chronicles, was located by Lewin (Lewin 1940, 189; my footnote).
Let our lord command your servants, that are before you, to seek out a man who is a skilful player on the harp; and it shall be, when the evil spirit from God comes upon you, that he shall play with his hand, and you will be well. (1 Sam. 16.16)

The second mention is after the battle against Goliath, when Saul witnesses the public support for David resulting from the battle:

And Saul eyed David from that day and forward. And it came to pass on the next day, that an evil spirit from God came mightily upon Saul, and he raved in the house; and David played with his hand, as he did day by day; and Saul had his spear in his hand, and Saul threw the spear, thinking to pin David to the wall. But David eluded him twice. (1 Sam. 18.9–11; see §5.14 below as well)

One more time is again immediately after another of David’s victories over the Philistines:

And there was war again; and David went out, and fought with the Philistines, and slew them with a great slaughter; and they fled before him. And an evil spirit from the Lord was upon Saul, as he sat in his house with his spear in his hand; and David was playing with his hand. (1 Sam. 19.8–9)

It appears that the first time Saul’s condition was ‘diagnosed’ as an illness is quite late. Rabbi Yitzḥak Abravanel writes in the 15th century:

After the spirit of the Lord departed from him, he did not remain as the rest of men, but rather apprehensions and bad thoughts surrounded him, and his mind was always occupied with his punishment and with how the Lord had rent the kingdom of Israel from him, and how his good spirit departed from him, and due to that his blood burnt
and the illness of melancholia developed in him, which is developed in men due to the burning of the blood and the burnt red humour, and the physicians have already written that this illness causes the loss of imagination and the faculty of judgement. (Abravanel’s commentary to 1 Sam. 16.14; my translation)\textsuperscript{73}

This notion that Saul has some kind of mental disorder recurs only very rarely in the history of traditional Jewish biblical exegesis. The passage by Abravanel is cited by Rabbi Meir Leibush Ben Yehiel Michel Wisser (the Malbim) in his 19th-century commentary on the same verse. Similarly, Rabbi Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin (the Natziv) writes in his commentary on Lev. 2.2 about “an illness of black humour which had come upon Saul” (my translation). Despite the few occurrences of this idea in traditional exegesis, reading a mental disorder into the character of Saul has become very common among modern readers of the text, in both academic and popular culture. However, I have not found any previous source that identifies the illness of king Saul as a ‘headache’.

5.13. Jonathan’s Friendship with David (185)–(190)

David and Jonathan, Saul’s son and heir to the throne, are very good friends.

(185) xà rohâyà-lu’ xà nəšáma-lu’ xà-’gilu’-lu’.

\textsuperscript{73} Original Hebrew:...

אָאוֹרֵי שְׁפֵרָה מִמְּנָה רוּחַ הַטָּנְכִּר לֵא נָשָׂא הַנֶּר הָאָנוּשׁי. אֲכָל מִבְּכֵרוֹת בֵּלַהוֹת מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ רְעָתָוּ, וּרוּחַ הַמַּדְּמִיד מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ הַמַּדְּמִיד מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ אֶלָּכְרַﬠ הַשָּׂפָר אֲכָל מִבְּכֵרוֹת בֵּלַהוֹת מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ רְעָתָוּ...

אֲכָל מִבְּכֵרוֹת בֵּלַהוֹת מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ והָאָנוּשׁי נִשְׁרַﬠוּ לִפְדוּ הַמִּלְאַלְאָן קֹולִיאָה מְתָחְשְׁבָּתָוּ בָּאֵדְסָא מְשַׁרְפֵּת הָדִים הַזְּדוּעָה מְשַׁרְפֵּת, בַּכֵּר חַבְּרֵי הַמִּתֲשָׁבָּת.

שְׁפֵרָה לָהּ יִפְסֵד הָדִים הָכָּה הָמְתָשָׁב...
‘They are one spirit, they are one soul, they are the same age.’

Jonathan goes to visit David in the field. He sees that when David plays his jezuke, all the sheep gather around him, bow their heads, and listen.

(185) k-_xpath dammød-g-maxe jezûke, ku_llè ‘érba k-èsè, k-ḥâmöl.

‘He sees that when he plays his jezuke all the sheep come, stand.’

Jonathan finds another good quality in David: he treats with compassion the ewes that have given birth. He pets them, washes them, and feeds them with fresh green grass.

(186) dàrê… go-xe… gòlla’ yarûqa’ yarûqa, raʾîza’ raʾîza’ g-maxòllà.

‘He puts… in his hand… green green [and] fresh fresh grass, [and] feeds her.’

It is Jonathan’s friendship with David, and his seeing David playing music for the sheep, that causes him to recommend David’s playing to his father Saul, as a cure for his headache.

In the biblical text, David and Jonathan’s friendship appears in various places, for example:

The soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.… Then Jonathan made a covenant with David, because he loved him as his own soul. (1 Sam. 18.1–3)

74 A musical instrument. See fn. 131, below, and also ch. 3, fn. 56.
And Saul spoke to Jonathan his son, and to all his servants, that they should slay David; but Jonathan Saul’s son delighted much in David. (1 Sam. 19.1)

David arose out of a place toward the South, and fell on his face to the ground, and bowed down three times; and they kissed one another, and wept one with another, until David exceeded. And Jonathan said to David: Go in peace, forasmuch as we have sworn both of us in the name of the Lord, saying: The Lord shall be between me and you, and between my seed and your seed, for ever. (1 Sam. 20.41–42)

And Jonathan Saul’s son arose, and went to David into the wood, and strengthened his hand in God. And he said unto him: Fear not; for the hand of Saul my father shall not find you; and you will be king over Israel, and I shall be second to you; and even my father Saul knows this is so. (1 Sam. 23.16–17)

However, the biblical narrative talks about David playing music for Saul before it mentions David and Jonathan meeting: “David took the harp, and played with his hand; so Saul found relief, and it was well with him, and the evil spirit departed from him” (1 Sam. 16.23). David’s playing is thus not presented as a result of Jonathan’s friendship.

The motifeme of Jonathan’s friendship subsumes, in Samra’s story, two additional motifemes: David playing music for the sheep and David feeding the ewes. Both are given as reasons for Jonathan’s acknowledgement of David’s worth.

A Midrashic tradition about taking care of sheep by giving them soft grass appears in three places in classical rabbinic literature: Midrash Tehillim 78 (edited prior to the 8th century CE in
the Land of Israel); Midrash Exodus Rabbah 2.2 (probably edited in the 10th century CE; Shinan 1984); and Yalquṭ Šimʿoni Psalms 823 (edited in the 12th or 13th century CE). In these sources, unlike in Samra’s story, David gives the soft grass to the newborn lambs, not to their mothers: “[David] would bring out the small ones to graze first so that they should graze on the soft [grass]” (Midrash Exodus Rabbah 2.2 Vilna edition; my translation). Furthermore, the focus in these sources seems to be David’s ability to provide for each of his sheep in accordance with its needs:

…and then he would bring out the old [sheep] so that they would graze on the medium grass, and after that he would bring out the youths so that they would graze on the hard grass. The Holy One blessed be He said, whoever knows how to shepherd each sheep according to its strength should come and shepherd my people. (Midrash Exodus Rabbah 2.2 Vilna edition; my translation)

This contrasts with Samra’s story, where the focus is David’s compassion towards the newborn lambs and their mothers.

In these sources, the fact that David takes care of the sheep is not said to be witnessed by Jonathan, nor is it connected to David’s appointment as a musician for king Saul. Rather, it forms part of a tradition of stories about leaders being tested by God for their leadership skills, based on their performance as shepherds. God’s response to David’s action is to correlate the ability

75 Original Hebrew: יִקְחוּת מְמַכָּלוֹת צאֶן, מְמַכָּלוֹת צאֶן כְּמוֹ מְמַכָּלוֹת עָשָׁב וּכְמוֹ מְמַכָּלוֹת עָשָׁב שָׁלוֹם, זוֹ הָיוּ מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּלוֹת מְמַכָּל
to shepherd sheep with the ability to care for people—a tradition that is also recounted in connection to other leaders, such as Moses. Samra indicates that David’s behaviour is the reason for Jonathan’s esteem towards him, although she does follow this with an element of the divine thereafter:

(187) ʾātle ḫlēv ṱòv ṭū-qurbāne ʾilá[h]a k-iʾè. hgaluy-yadū-qī-ile,
   k-ʾî e ḥādxā-le, k-ʾî q go-lābbōd nāše māʾ-is.
‘He has a good heart and God [may I be] His sacrifice knows. It is well known [to Him] [lit. revealed (and) known], He knows it is so, He knows what [there] is inside the heart[s] of people.’

I have not found any attestation of the motifeme of David playing for the sheep in earlier sources.

5.14. King Saul’s Sword and the Angel (191)–(193)

After a few days of David playing to king Saul in order to relieve his pain, Saul attacks David with his sword. An angel diverts the sword and causes it to hit the wall above David. Jonathan says:

(193) qày, réśox k-ṭārēṣ ʿaz-qāy q-qatîlîtte?
‘Why? Your head heals [when he plays for you] so why do you kill him?’

King Saul replies:

(193)p-qatîlōnne.
‘I shall kill him.’

Two episodes are found in the Bible where king Saul attempts to smite David with his spear, 1 Sam. 18.10–11 and 19.9–10. Miraculous deliverance by an angel is not described there,
nor anywhere else in the exegetical tradition. The only reference that I have found to there being something miraculous about David’s evasion of the attack is in the commentary by Rabbi Levi Ben Gershon (the Ralbag, Gersonides) on 1 Sam. 19.10, where he states that David’s being able to evade the strike was a miracle, since his attention was focused on playing properly at the same time.

5.15. King Saul’s Promise (194)

King Saul makes a promise that whoever kills Goliath will receive half of the kingdom and marry his daughter Michal.

(194)...PALGÔT DAWÔLT Fl p-póya ţâle', u-brâti' mixal' ţâle H'mataná.HH

“...half of the wealth [or: kingdom] will be his, and my daughter Michal—a gift for him.”

This motifeme originates from 1 Sam. 17.25: “And it shall be, that the man who kills him, the king will enrich him with great riches, and will give him his daughter, and make his father’s house free in Israel.”

The promise to give half of the kingdom echoes Est. 5.3: “What troubles you, Queen Esther?” the king asked her. ‘And what is your request? Even to half the kingdom, it shall be granted you’” (see also Est. 5.6; 7.2).

5.16. The Cave of Elijah the Prophet (195)–(200)

David escapes from king Saul and hides in the Cave of Elijah the Prophet in Haifa. He has with him eight hundred men.

The Cave of Elijah the Prophet is a well-known pilgrimage site, located on Mount Carmel in the city of Haifa. The Bible
states, one chapter before the episode with Abigail (see the following subsection) that while being pursued by king Saul, David and his men stayed in a cave in the desert of En-Gedi (1 Sam. 24.1–2). The episode with Abigail, in ch. 25, is said to take place in the area of Maʿon and Carmel, two biblical Israelite settlements located in Judah to the south of Hebron. The association of the cave of David and his men with the Cave of Elijah the Prophet on Mount Carmel in Haifa in Samra’s story is due to the coincidentally identical names of the biblical settlement and the mountain. In the biblical narrative, the En-Gedi cave is not a part of the Abigail episode, and it is in the desert of Judah, not in the region of Hebron. The cave is incorporated into Samra’s story because it appears immediately before the Abigail episode in the biblical text.

5.17. Gila of Haifa (201)–(231)

The festival of Rosh Hashana is approaching, and David needs sustenance for his men. A very rich man, Elimelech, lives in Haifa; he owns flour-mills. His wife, Gila, is also very rich, and she owns the neighbourhood of Gilo (in Jerusalem), which her father had named after her. David sends two soldiers to ask for sustenance for Rosh Hashana, but Elimelech refuses. He replies to Gila’s protests:

(206) lá g-ya[wɔ]nne čù-məndi.1 fərat1 yətwat1 ha-ʔasqad ši la-g-ya[wɔ]nne.1

“I will not give him anything. You [can] fly [or] sit, even this much I will not give him.”
Gila goes after the soldiers and gives them a written document permitting them to take anything they might need.

(210) xamši kəsyāsa qàmxa,1 mən-təḥúnat qàmxa.1 xamši bakkûke,1 ʾəmmá bakkûke ʾḥèṣemnḥ mən-tāḥ-ʾḥèṣemnḥ dīdī.1 ... (212) sāʿun lə-ʾèrba,1 ʾəmmá réše ʾèrba mèsun,1 ʾúzule ta-ʾrőš-ha-šanāḥ.ḥh

“Fifty bags of flour, from the flour-mill. Fifty bottles, a hundred bottles of oil from my mill, oil.... Come to the sheep, bring one hundred heads of sheep, prepare them [lit. it] for Rosh Hashana.”

When Gila tells her husband she has given David’s men all of that, he dies.

(218) Ṣáʾun lə-ʾrba, ṑqèʾle l-dûke, ṁṭle l-dûke!

‘This one [=the husband] died, he exploded [i.e., died from anger] on the spot [lit. his place], he died on the spot [lit. his place]!’

After the mourning period for her husband, Gila invites David to visit. He thanks her for the food she sent, and she proposes giving him all of her property if he marries her. David agrees and marries her.

This episode is told in 1 Sam. 25.2–43. However, Samra’s version differs from that one on several points.

The names of the couple in the Bible are Nabal and Abigail. Samra uses Elimelech, the same as the name of the husband of
Naomi at the beginning of Samra’s narrative, and Gila, after whom Gilo was said to be named by her rich father. The modern-day neighbourhood of Gilo in Jerusalem is located near the Palestinian town of Beit Jala, thought to be the site of biblical Gilo, which appears later in the biblical narrative: it is the home of Ahitophel the Gilonite (2 Sam. 15.12), David’s counsellor and the grandfather of Bathsheba (2 Sam. 11.3; 23.34; cf. 1 Chron. 3.5). I have found no previous source presenting an association between Abigail and Gilo, nor any which states that Abigail was rich in her own right.

As explained with regard to the motifeme in §5.16 above, in Samra’s story Gila and Elimelech’s home is located in the modern city of Haifa because the biblical settlement of Carmel shares its name with Mount Carmel near Haifa.

In the Bible, Nabal is said to be a wealthy owner of herds of sheep and goats. In Samra’s narrative, he is the owner of flour-mills. This is perhaps taken from the realia of Kurdistan, where millers were among the wealthy property owners.

The Bible indicates that this episode took place when Nabal was shearing his sheep. Although shearing, as a family celebration, did not have a fixed time, it most commonly occurs during the spring. In Samra’s story, the episode takes place just before

---

76 A point of similarity between the two characters called Elimelech is that they do not allow their wives to use their wealth to provide goods to those in need.

77 Though a more probable identification is Ḥirbet Jala in the Hebron area; see Luncz’s comment in Schwarz (1900, 126).

78 On shearing as a familial feast in the Bible, see Haran (1972).
Rosh Hashana, at the beginning of autumn. This originates from BT Rosh HaShana 18a, where Rav Naḥman ascribes to Rabba Bar Abbuha the opinion that the ten days of Nabal’s sickness (1 Sam. 25.38) were the ten days between Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur (see also Yalqūṭ Śim‘oni Samuel 134; Rashi on 1 Sam. 25.38). The notion that David needed sustenance for his men for the feast of the eve of Rosh Hashana comes from Rashi’s commentary on 1 Sam. 25.8.

In the Bible, it is David who “sent and spoke concerning Abigail, to take her to him to wife” (1 Sam. 25.39), whereas in Samra’s story the initiative comes from her. This is possibly due to the interpretation of 1 Sam. 25.31 by the rabbis—after convincing David not to punish Nabal, and referring to his future as king of Israel, Abigail says to David, “then remember your handmaid.” The rabbis understood this as a hint for David to marry her after the death of Nabal (BT Bava Qamma 92b; BT Megilla 14b; JT Sanhedrin 2.3;79 and many other subsequent commentators). Samra’s version is also reflective of the independence and assertiveness of the Jewish women of Kurdistan in matters pertaining to marriage.80 Abigail’s independence and assertiveness are also stressed in Samra’s story when she issues a written document permitting David’s soldiers to take abundant goods from

80 See Sabar (1982c, xv): “Kurdish women in general enjoy more freedom and a wider participation in public life than do Arab, Persian, and Turkish women. They are also freer in their behavior towards males and rarely wear the veil.” On the life of Jewish women in Kurdistan, see Brauer (1947, 147–57; 1993, 175–89).
her and her husband’s property, and by emphasising that she was wealthy in her own right and not only due to her husband.

5.18. **David Finds King Saul Asleep (233)–(234)**

David finds King Saul asleep. He cuts a piece of his coat, takes a bite of his apple, and drinks from his water, but he does not hurt him.

(234) **ksúle tāle,ʼána là q-qatλɔ̀nnox,ʼáḥət g-ḥət qaṭlɔ̀təl ʼána là-g qatλɔ̀nnox,ʼáḥət ḫmεlex yəsrəʾəl-wɔt.**

‘He wrote to him, “I shall not kill you, you want to kill me, I shall not kill you, you are the king of Israel.”’

This draws from two separate biblical episodes. The first is in 1 Sam. 24, where, when Saul enters the caves in which David and his men are hiding, David cuts off a corner of Saul’s cloak without him noticing. The second is in 1 Sam. 26, in which David and Abishai enter the camp of King Saul while the king and his men are asleep. David does not hurt the king, but rather takes his spear and flask of water. In both cases, the objects taken are used as proof of David’s good intentions and reverence for the king of Israel. It is probably this similarity between the two episodes that led to their unification in Samra’s story.

The unification of the two biblical episodes also appears in the epic song published by Rivin (1959, 257), where it says that David “ate a little from his plate, drank some water from his jar, cut [a piece] off from Saul’s coat.”

It seems that the three objects that are taken in Samra’s story and in the epic song, instead of the one object in the episode in 1 Sam. 24, or the two objects in the episode in 1 Sam. 26, align
better with a general tendency of folktales to use typological numbers. I have found no source referring to king Saul’s apple.

5.19. King Saul and Raḥela the Fortune-teller (235)–(242)

King Saul goes to Raḥela the fortune-teller.

(236) báxta pasxáwa bəd-fāla, k-i’áwa má-iz go-H’olāmH má lès.

‘A woman that used to open in fortunes [i.e., she was a fortune-teller], she knew what there is in the world [and] what there is not.’

He asks her to tell his fortune. She refuses, because she swore to king Saul three months ago that she would not tell anyone’s fortune. Saul does not reveal himself, but promises her that he will ensure that the king exempts her from her oath. In the process of telling Saul’s fortune, the prophet Samuel appears. He says:

(241) šà’ul, tšl[ha] yóme ʾtlox piše, ʾàhēt u-kūd tšl[ha] bnóne dišox ʾásēt qšāla.

‘“Saul, you have three days [lit. three days you have remained], you and your three sons will be killed [lit. come to killing].”’

---

81 That is, numbers that bear special symbolic meaning for a particular culture and tend to recur in many of its texts and art forms. For example, Law no. 14, “the law of three and the law of repetition,” in Olrik’s influential “Epic laws of folk narrative” (Olrik 1965 [1908]) describes the many repetitions of the number three in European folktales (Olrik’s study was of folktales of European origin). In the Hebrew Bible, the numbers seven, ten, twelve, and forty often recur.
King Saul gets sick, and Raḥela takes care of him for three days.

(242) ʾúzlale ʾmaràkim H ʾšòrḥa H máyət ksèṣa, qam-maxlale, qam-maštyale,

‘She made for him soups, thick [rice] soup, chicken soup [lit. chicken water], she fed him, she gave him to drink.’

The story of the diviner of Endor is told in 1 Sam. 28, although her name is not specified in the biblical text. Yalqūṭ Šimʿoni gives the name Zephaniah, and states that she was the mother of Abner (Yalqūṭ Šimʿoni Samuel 140). Raḥela’s reluctance to tell fortunes is rooted in vv. 3 and 9 of 1 Sam. 28:

And Saul had put away those that divined by a ghost or a familiar spirit out of the land.... And the woman said unto him: “Behold, you know what Saul has done, how he has cut off those that divine by a ghost or a familiar spirit out of the land; So why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed?”

The period of three months is not mentioned in the biblical text, nor is her oath not to tell fortunes. In the tragic message given to king Saul by Samuel, Samra’s narrative specifies three days, a further period of three, where the biblical text gives only one day (1 Sam. 28.19). The fortune-teller’s compassionate care towards Saul after he receives the tragic message is recounted in the Bible in vv. 21–25. However, Samra tells of thick rice soup and chicken soup—known folk remedies—as Raḥela’s offerings, in lieu of the biblical fatted calf and unleavened bread.

---

82 For a literary analysis of the biblical narrative, see Simon (1992).
83 Another source claims that she was the wife of Zephaniah: Pirqey De-Rabbi Eliʿezer 32, Higger edition (1944–1948).
6.0. Conclusion

We have seen that various motifemes in Samra’s story draw from different historical layers of Jewish literature, as well as from other traditions. The way in which the motifemes are amalgamated into a new cohesive narrative ‘bypasses’ the consecutive historical development of the homogenous series of Elstein and Lipsker’s thematology of Jewish narratives, since motifemes are drawn from sources of various periods, and various cultural spaces, regardless of their historical consecutiveness.84 This process in fact disrupts the homogeneity of the homogenous series. It is this non-linear borrowing of motifemes that I refer to as motifeme transposition.

It should be noted again that in addition to straightforward transposition of motifemes from one source to another there are several other mechanisms of motifeme manipulation:

- altered causality: keeping the motifeme structure of previous versions of the narrative, but tying them

---

84 This criticism of Elstein and Lipsker’s notion of the historical development of the homogenous series resembles Moshe Idel’s criticism of Gershom Scholem’s historical picture, expressed, for instance, in Scholem (1941). Idel (1990, xxiii) states: “Thus I am hesitant to conceive the history of Kabbalah as it appears in the written documents as a ‘progressive’ evolution alone. It seems that alongside this category we shall better be aware of the possibility that later strata of Kabbalistic literature may contain also older elements or structures, not so visible in the earlier bodies of literature. In other words, I allow a greater role to the subterranean transmission than Scholem and his followers did.” See also Idel (1988, 20–22).
together with a new causal nexus (e.g., the motifeme in §5.12);

• unification: combining previously separate motifemes into one unified motifeme (e.g., the motifeme in §5.18);

• reorganisation of narrative time: the relocation of a motifeme in the narrative time sequence (e.g., the case of the motifeme in §5.5);

• subsuming: one motifeme subsumes under it several other motifemes in a hierarchical structure (e.g., the motifemes in §5.13);

• temporal transposition: the re-setting of a motifeme in a new historical period, or milder forms of anachronism (e.g., the motifeme in §5.16; the use of a ‘loudspeaker’ in the motifeme in §5.8).

7.0. The NENA Text and Its Translation

The text was recorded at the home of Samra Zaqen on 19 April 2012. Present at the recording session were Samra Zaqen (SZ),
Batia Aloni (BA), and myself (OA). The recording ID is SZ120419T1 9:30–37:29.\textsuperscript{85}

(1) BA: \textit{k-taxrát márrax b-sapràttan} e...\textsuperscript{1} BA: Do you remember you said you will tell us eh...

(2) SZ: \textit{hè hé,} \textsuperscript{H}səppùr \textsuperscript{H} dəd hänna\textsuperscript{86} g-əbètun...\textsuperscript{1} SZ: Yes yes, do you want [to hear] the story of \textit{this}...\textsuperscript{86}

(3) BA: mód g-əbàt.\textsuperscript{1} BA: Whatever you want.

(4) SZ:...dəd naʾómi?\textsuperscript{i} SZ: ...of Naomi?

(5) BA: naʾómi u-rút.\textsuperscript{H}aval\textsuperscript{H} mód g-əbat màḥke.\textsuperscript{1} hakan-g-əbat ġër-məndi ġër-məndi.\textsuperscript{1} BA: Naomi and Ruth. But tell [us] whatever you want. If you want [= prefer] something else [then tell] something else.

(6) SZ: \textit{H}lò-xašúv\textsuperscript{H} ʾátta wàʿdu-hile.\textsuperscript{i} séle \textsuperscript{H}zmàn.\textsuperscript{H} SZ: Never mind, now it is its [= this story’s] time. The time has arrived.

(7) BA: \textit{H}naxôn.\textsuperscript{H} BA: Right.

(8) SZ: séle \textsuperscript{H}zmàn.\textsuperscript{H} SZ: Time has arrived.

(9) BA: séle wàʿdu,\textsuperscript{H}naxôn.\textsuperscript{H} BA: Their time has arrived, correct.

(10) SZ:...hé, g-emórwa—\textit{ʾiláha nàtə̀r} \textsuperscript{87} ...manəxłe \textsuperscript{H} ʾaxənī go-gan-ʾèzen.\textsuperscript{1} SZ:... Yes, he used to say—may God sa[ve]\textsuperscript{87}... give rest unto him, my brother, in heaven.

\textsuperscript{85} The recording is available for listening on the North-Eastern Neo-Aramaic Database Project site at https://nena.ames.cam.ac.uk/dialects/78/.

\textsuperscript{86} See note on \textit{hènna} in Introduction, §5.0.

\textsuperscript{87} Samra started the word \textit{natə̀rre} of the expression \textit{ʾiláha natə̀rre} ‘may God protect him’, but changed it to the expression \textit{ʾiláha manəxłe} ‘may God grant him rest’.
He used to say [= tell] Naomi... and eh... the name of her husband was this, [wait a] moment... Elimelech!

BA: Elimelech.

SZ: Elimelech.

They lived in Bethlehem. They had a large house, good livelihood,

they had a field, and wheat...

BA: They were rich.

SZ: Shall we speak Hebrew or Kurdish [= Neo-Aramaic]? I don’t know

BA: Kurdish [= Neo-Aramaic]!

SZ: OK, they had, they were rich, they had a field, they had... wheat, they had...

BA: They were very rich.

SZ: Yes.

So she had two sons. So she was a very good [lit. the best] woman. A woman with an open heart. She wants to give.
A sour soup made with meat-filled dumplings. See fns 36 and 37 earlier in this chapter.

See previous footnote.

89 Sabar (2002a, 210) on mabose: “(< הָסָּכּ)... Sabbath-food cooked overnight.” Sabar (2002a: 110) on b-y-t: “הָסָּכּ... to spend the night... to cook overnight... to keep overnight.”
else! I have, [therefore] I should give! [It’s the] benevolence of God! [i.e., it is not ours]” He did not accept that. He would get angry with her.

All of the grinding [implements] of wheat. She had a wooden mallet. She had a stone mortar. She would grind [lit. knock] by herself.

She would grind wheat, she had [manual] millstones. She would mill groats. She would mill semolina. She would do all of the things.

Naomi, she does all of the things, and she gives. She would also give away [lit. divide, distribute] to people. She wants to eat and to feed [as well].

BA: A worthy woman [lit. daughter of kosher].

SZ: Yes.

So that’s what’s happened [lit. so this ( Rothschild ) was]. He got angry with her, he tells her, “I will not let you stay [lit. leave you] in Bethlehem. You give a lot… you will give [away] all of my property.”

“Look now, your property will increase! It will not lessen! God who gave, gave to me [in order that] I shall give to others [lit. my other=other than me] also.” He didn’t accept.
(35) qam-nabolla' qam-nabolla l-...  
   mə'o-... bážər mə'ohəv, 'èka  
   wèla' bážər mə'ohəv?  

   He took her. He took her to... 
   Meo... the city of Me'ohav.  

   Where was the city of 
   Me'ohav?  

(36) BA: go-məšəlmāne,  

   BA: In [the country of] the 
   Muslims,  

(37) SZ: qam-nabolla.  
   k-i'ūtule mani-le? k-i'ūtule mání- 
   le' mekâle?  
   k-i'ōtule h'makôr dîde,  
   mekâle?...  

   He took her. Me'ohav, do you 
   know who he is? Do you know 
   who he is, where he is from? 
   His source, do you know 
   where his source is from?...  

(38) OA: H{lô, H}  

(39) BA: H{lô, H}  

(40) SZ:... mə'ohav?...‘az e...  
   g-ēmer nablónnax bážər  
   mə'ohəv, 'āna 'štli, g-bâre  
   mãnni. mə'ohəv šī 'štli tê  
   bnásə: 'rūt, u-'ôrṭa. qam-talóblu  
   ká-kûtru bnûne dîde.  

   SZ:... Me'ohav?... So eh... he 
   says, “I’ll take you to the city 
   of Me'ohav, I have [means], I 
   can afford it.” Me'ohav also 
   has two daughters, Ruth and 
   Orṭa.  
   He asked for them 
   [= for their hand] for both his 
   sons.  

(41) qam-nabolla, zilla 'əmme, 'ázlu  
   h'hatonə h qam-gorîlu kûtru  
   bnásə dîde.  
   râḥqa m-bât[ət]  
   'əsrə'èl 'áwwa mətle, 'gora.  

   He took her [= Naomi], she 
   went with him, they made a 
   wedding, they married both of 
   his daughters. [May it be] far 
   from the houses of Israel,  
   he died, her husband.  

(42) BA: 'elimèlex,  

   BA: Elimelech.  

---  

91 In the Bible: Moab.  
92 In the Bible: Orpah.  
93 An expression said when mentioning a bad event.
(43) **SZ:** *hè,*¹ 'elimélex mòtle.' *zòlla xa-šáta* go-pàlga,¹  
SZ: Yes, Elimelech died. One year had passed [lit. one year went in the middle (i.e., in the midst of the story)],

(44) *'àz e,*¹ *zòlla xápça xót go-pàlga,*¹  
*u-kútru bnöne-ši mótlù,*¹ *mâni pìšen?'* tlä[ha] baxtása.¹  
So eh, some more time passed [lit. some more went in the middle], and both sons also died, who remained [alive]?
The three women.

(45) *g-ömra bràti,*¹ *lá-g-samxan másyan bnöne magurànnax,*¹  
sà'un' gòrun' mèsun yalùnke,*¹  
*ána zòllu xløšlu,*¹ *'ànya-tre wélù.*¹  
She [ = Naomi] says, “My daughter, I will not become pregnant [and] bear [lit. bring] sons that will marry you. Go [pl.] get married [and] have [lit. bring] children, I, they’ve gone, they’re finished [ = for my part, I will not bear any more children], there were [only] these two [lit. these two were].”

(46) *rùt* g-ömra,¹ *mèsat* mèsan,¹ *pèšat pèšan,*¹ *háyín šollì 'al-ḥayín šollàx,*¹  
'aní lò 'a'azòv 'otáx' bò-shùm 'òfen!' *háyín šollì v-šollàx*¹ —*eḥàd!*¹ *ål[h]at mèsat' ána mèsan,*¹ *ål[h]at 'àxlat' 'ána b-àxlan,*¹ *ål[h]at...* g-ömra bèsèder.²¹

(47) *'òrta g-èméría-la' sé l-be-bàbax.*¹  
*zòlla,*¹ *zòlla *h*ebra'axà¹ [or: *b-̀ùrxa,*¹ *rút sëla 'émma,*¹  
Orṭa, she tells her, “Go [back] to your father’s house.” She went [away, may a] blessing [be with her] [or: she went her way]. Ruth came with her [ = with Naomi].

²¹ See Ruth 1.16–18.
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(48) sèla, sèla, psóxla dárgat bet-lehèm' tülà.¹ hŷëš lâ' xòtte' u-šòla e... xòtte lât-la,² xóla sòttà¹ u-garùsta' u-...¹ múx qamàe¹ bêsa wêla mòlya 'awáe.¹

She came, she came, she opened the door of [her house in] Bethlehem, she sat [down]. She has wheat and she has eh... wheat she doesn’t have, she has a stone mortar and a hand mill and... like [it was] before, her house was full of things.

(49) g-ámra bràti,¹ sè,² bò'az' g-mápàq xòtte,¹ sè,¹ u-óz šèbbólím⁵ bâsrù,¹ mèse,¹ deqànnu garsànну⁶ g-ozànну⁷ b-ózax kûtele b-áxlax. b-ózax qámxa b-áxlax,¹ b-ózax górsa b-áxlax!¹ k-l'ax 'ózax.¹

She says “My daughter, go, Boaz brings out [=harvests?] wheat, go, and make ears of grain⁵ behind them [=the harvesters, i.e., glean],⁹ bring [here what you have gleaned], I will crack [lit. knock (in a mortar)] them, grind them,⁶ prepare them, we shall make dumplings, we shall eat. We shall make flour [and] eat. We shall make groats [and] eat! We know [how] to make [them].”

(50) zòlla,¹ xà yöma' trè' òláha,¹ zólla bâsrù,¹ sèle,¹ bò'az,¹ xà yöma qam-xazèla' mûrre-le wày! "éze" báxta "yafà"ì màto k-sáqla...?¹

She [=Ruth] went, one day, two, three, she went behind them [=the harvesters]. He came, Boaz saw her one day, he said to himself [or: to his harvester], “Way! What a beautiful woman, how [is it possible that] she takes... [=collects ears]?”

⁵ From Hebrew šibbolim ‘ears of grain’ (borrowed before contact with Modern Hebrew).
⁶ Two separate stages of the grinding process.
⁷ The Jewish law of lèqet (Lev. 19.9; 23.22) states that harvesters must not collect the ears of grain that fall to the ground during the process of harvesting. They should leave them for the poor to glean.
(51) ìmànì-da, mëančòlûu98 [or: mëančûmun99] tû-la. Hìan-
davàr. 2îmû-šëlà 2-baxta Hyañà u 1 màçqul òza ñòòbòlô,100 hàllu-la.¹

[He said to his harvesters:] “Throw to her [some extra
ears], tear [some ears]98 for her [or: pretend you don’t see
for her sake99]. [There’s] no harm [lit. thing] [in that]. If
[such] a beautiful and noble
woman came to glean [lit. make ear99], give [or: let]
her.”

(52) zòlla mórra ta-xmàsa 1-gômrà
k-ì’aët móvil bô’az hádxà, qam-
baqánnû màni-le mórru bô’az
hile.¹

She went and told her mother-
in-law, she says, “You know,
Boaz said so-and-so. I asked
them who he is, they said, ‘It is
Boaz.’”

(53) 1-gômra 2’awà 1 mpóllax
yabûm101 3’llë.1 g-ômrà-la 1 tòv,1
së,1 xòp,1 u-mssé 1 [or: u-mšë],1 sé
dmòx 1 qam-2’àqle.¹

She [ = Naomi] says, “He…
you fell yìbbûm101 on him.” She
says to her, “Good, come,
bathe, and wash your clothes
[or: dab yourself (maybe with
perfume, etc.)], go sleep near
his feet.”

(54) zòlla dmàxla qam-2’àqle,1 sële
qam-xazèla šòhta qam—
H’mità 1 dìde.¹

She went [and] slept near his
feet, he came [and] saw her ly-
ing down near… his bed.

98 See Ruth 2.16.
99 From č-m-č-m ‘have bleary eyes’ (Sabar 2002a, 132), to avoid embar-
ragging her. This would parallel the biblical “…and you shall not put
her to shame” (Ruth 2.15).
100 From Hebrew šìbbòlet ‘ear of grain’ (borrowed before contact with
Modern Hebrew).
101 That is, he is obliged to fulfil yìbbûm (levirate marriage) with you.
See §5.4 and fn. 44 earlier in this chapter.
This repetition of a word or phrase with this intonation is a typical stylistic feature of Jewish Zakho NENA narration. It usually appears at the beginning of an episode in the narrative. See also ch. 3, fn. 29.

This [lit. thus] is the situation and the story.” He [= the brother] says, “My brother, I have thirteen children, and I am old, I cannot speak, I cannot [even] speak with my wife.

102 This repetition of a word or phrase with this intonation is a typical stylistic feature of Jewish Zakho NENA narration. It usually appears at the beginning of an episode in the narrative. See also ch. 3, fn. 29.

103 That is, you are obliged to perform levirate marriage (or ḥaliṣa). See fn. 101 above.
(59) šqûlla tàloxʰ hóya bráxta 'əlloxx,ʰ
wéla 'nä'ählenʰ dídi lûsla,ʰ104
Take her [=Ruth] for you,
may she be blessed upon you
[=be blessed together, mazal
tov!]. Here is my shoe, wear it.

(60) BA: hè...ʰ
BA: Yes...

(61) SZ: si-mbàrx-la.ʰ
SZ: Go wed [lit. bless] her.”

(62) jamá'a kúllu mâskùmluʰ...ʰ g-ér
'mahâr' taxíni...ʰ bâne'
máxənʰ gyâňaxʰ lôšʰ u-ʔána
b-lôšnʰ b-áx ʾəl-knòštâʰ,ʰ b-ozáx
H王先生 braxôtʰ!ʰ107
The congregation all agreed....
He says, “Tomorrow, pre-
pare... tomorrow prepare
yourself [=get ready], wear
[wedding garments] and I will
wear [wedding garments], we
shall go to the synagogue,
[and] we shall do [=perform
the ceremony of the] seven
blessings!”ʰ107

(63) Hle-mahrâtʰ sélû 'ûzlu H王先生 braxôtʰ,
H qam-gawôrra.ʰ
H[yi]štabâḥ šômôṱʰ ʾáwwa
ʾəmmêtʰ ʾtôra šêlô ʾəmmêt.ʰ
The following day they came
[and] did [=performed the
ceremony of the] seven bless-
ings, he married her. May His
name be praised! He [=God]
is true [=lit. truth], [and] His
Torah is true [=lit. truth].

(64) Hle-mohorât ʾomrûm ba-bôker hu-
mêtʰ bôʿaz mêtʰ!
The following day, they say,
he died, Boaz died!

(65) BA: e bôʿazʔʰ ʾàa...ʰ
BA: Boaz? Oh...!

(66) OA: Hkênʔ!ʰ
OA: Really [lit. yes]?!
(67) **SZ:** ʼhboʿaz mèt,1 láyla ʿexàd

našār ʿitā.\(^H\)

**SZ:** Boaz died! He stayed with her [only] one night.

(68) **BA:** wil…\(^1\)

**BA:** Wi!

(69) **OA:** ʼhjá kēn?! zé ló yadāti.\(^H\)

**OA:** Really [lit. yes]?! I didn’t know that.

(70) **BA:** pappūke!…\(^1\)

**BA:** Poor man!...

(71) **SZ:** ʼhboʿaz mèt…\(^H\)

**SZ:** Boaz died…

(72) zółe xábra ʾollû ʼbóʿaz mòtłe,\(^1\)

bóʿaz mòtłe,\(^1\) xmása šāṯār-īlā.\(^1\)

The word went to them

[= they were informed, they

learned the news that] Boaz
died, Boaz died. Her

[= Ruth’s] mother-in-law is [a]

resourceful [woman].

(73) sélú jmóʿlu nàšé kúlla ʿālam

jmóʿla ʾlla-ʾ̄ovayā.\(^H\)

People came and gathered, the

entire world [= many people, the entire community] gath-

ered, for the funeral.

(74) ʾhmèlła u-ṣrèxla,\(^1\) g-ṣmrá ʿabbóno

šel-ʾolām,\(^1\) xzáwun,\(^1\) kúłloxon

sahzètun,\(^1\) tómmal ʿúzle

\(H\)ḥatūna,\(^H\)

She [= Naomi] stood up and
cried out, “[In the name of the] Master of the Universe,

see, all of you, testify, yester-
day he made the wedding,”

(75) ʾé báxta\(^108\) kàlsə híla,\(^1\) ʾé báxta

qam-barxála ʾsillé,\(^1\) lál-xəl ʷəl-

108 Samra switches here to third person. Switching from first to third

person within direct speech is a common feature of Samra’s narration,
especially in instances where the narrator does not wish to take upon
herself an utterance which is perceived as negative. In relation to that,
see Kasher (2000, 74, feature B) where one of the features he mentions
as indicative of Targum liturgical use is switches from second to third
person in order to avoid giving offence to the audience.

\(\)
dmáxlē kāsālā, ḥākān smāxls H₂compress ḥ[H₂compress]brōnā H₂compress brātā dēd-bō‘az-īlu.

Boaz, last night he indeed slept with [lit. at] her. If she got pregnant, a son or a daughter, they are of Boaz.

(76) BA: ḥnaxōn.⁷⁶

BA: Correct.

(77) SZ: ʾilā[ha] sāhāz u-nāše sāhzt!⁷⁷ kūllo mōrru ḥbēsēder.⁷⁷ ʾilā[ha] hūlēʾ smāxls, ʾmānī sēle-lat?! k-ʾītun mānī?!⁷⁷

SZ: “God shall [bear] witness and people shall [bear] witness!” Everyone said, “Okay.” God gave, she became pregnant, who came to her [= who was the child]? Do you know who?

(78) BA: ʾlāʾ.⁷⁸

BA: No.

(79) SZ: brōnā mānī, ʾmā-yle sēmmē?⁷⁸ bēr-rūṭi?!⁷⁸

SZ: Her son, who [is he], what is his name? The son of Ruthie?

(80) BA: lā-k-iyar.⁷⁹

BA: I don’t know.

(81) SZ: ’elišāy!⁷⁹

SZ: Elishay!

(82) BA: ʾāʾ! ’elišāy.⁸⁰

BA: Ah! Elishay!

(83) SZ: hwēle-la ’elišāy!… hwēle-la ’elišāy, ¹⁰⁹ naʿōnī qam-taʾanālē, qam-ʾozābe-xudānī, ʾelišāy, ʾilā[ha] hūlē-leʾ šoʾaʾ bnōnē, u-xā brātā, rūṭ, ḥsāftaʾ dīde hīlā, rūṭʾ hēš wēla pūṣṭa, ḥdāmāʾd-wēla smāxta bōd-dāvid

SZ: She gave birth to Elishay [lit. Elishay was born to her]! She gave birth to Elishay [lit. Elishay was born to her], Naomi reared him, she took care of him. Elishay, God gave him seven sons, and one daughter. Ruth was his grandmother. Ruth was still alive,

(84) BA: ḥē, ¹⁰⁹

BA: Yes,

(85) SZ: ʾāz e, xā yōma, ḥōnna, ʾelišāy, krēbwaleʾ mēn-dē bāxtaʾ dammāw-dēla smāxta bōd-dāvid

SZ: So eh, one day, this, Elishay, he got angry with this woman [i.e., his wife], while she was pregnant with king

¹⁰⁹ See fn. 102 above.
David. He came last, the seventh child.

So eh, he chased her out, for one month she went to her father’s house. She came, she says to him, “You chased me out, and this and I am a pregnant woman.” He says, “No no! You are not pregnant!”

So, he chased her out, for one month she went to her father’s house. She came, she says to him, “You chased me out, and this and I am a pregnant woman.” He says, “No no! You are not pregnant!”

BA: “It is not from me,”

SZ: “It is not from me!” She says, she tells him, “Master of the Universe, bear witness to this woman, she has not been touched by humans, it is your child. She went pregnant [=she was pregnant when she left].”

Good! He [=Elishay] was not so satisfied. The Master of the Universe got angry with him. He says, “It is your child, what are you saying to her?! [She is a] clean, and righteous, woman, who would touch her?!”

He says to Samuel the prophet, “Go bless [i.e., anoint] one child of Elishay, so that he shall become the king of Israel!”

---

110 See fn. 108 above.
111 The Modern Hebrew root k’s is used here with NENA morphology.
He went, when he went, Samuel the prophet, may [his blessing] shine on [or: may he watch over] all the houses of Israel [and] on this house and on you!

BA: 'amèn!

SZ: 'ilá[ha] ya[wá]lox ḥayi, ḥayi

OA: 'amèn!

BA: 'amèn!,

SZ: u-bánot bésa go-rušaláyim xazyálu yalónke didox, ḥáyil, ḥáyil

SZ: and build a house in Jerusalem, may she [=BA] see your children,

OA: 'amèn 'amèn 'amèn!

BA: 'amèn, 'amèn, 'amèn!,

SZ: and God willing you [=BA] will be happy with them like myself [i.e., like I am happy with my own grandchildren]

BA: 'amèn, 'amèn, 'amèn!

OA: Amen amen amen!

BA: Amen, amen, amen!,

SZ: Me, I am so happy [lit. how much my joy came]! God knows!

BA: Amen amen!

SZ: So uh,... The truth, uh, he [=Samuel the prophet] came, he [Elishay] says to him, "My son, the eldest, [my] dear one," they brought his eldest son, Samuel the prophet looked, the pillar [of
(105) 'az-ē', g-emörre léwe 'ō brôna,₁—
'āttā' mā' g-śban' ḫytēr
maddāy ḫn g-māhkiyan ḫrwrit₁n
kûlle wā'ada lišâni g-ēza
hrwrit₁n, ḫn g-śbânna ḫrwrit₁n rāba,₁

(106) BA: ḫkèn' naxôn' naxôn₁n
(107) SZ: ḫê,₁

(108) BA: 'az-lá qam-şaqôlle 'aw-brôna,₁
(109) SZ: g-emörre ḫlô,₁ lô ra'ûy.₁n
mâséle 'aw-xât g-ér ḫlô,₁ mâsêle
'aw-xât' stûn núra lâ xəzyâle.₁

(110) šmû'èl hannavi,₁ mûrrele rôbbonô
šel-'olâm' dâmmwâ ḫmôlla,₁
šoxînâ b-rêšê,₁ 'ôha-le!₁

(111) g-er-lē₂₁₂ 'ôha' g-er-lē₂₁₂ 'ôha,₁
kûd 'ostâ ḫmûlû' g-ér ḫlô!n
'əltôx xâ brôna xât?' g-ér ḫti
xa-brôna xât₁ ḫvâlû bôr šô'â
šînne-le.₁ wêle go-ṭsadê₂n
'ômmwâ ḫrba,₁ g-êrre mà-g-ot..., 
'ání mxalpi-le' mesêle.₁

fire] did not stand... [≡ was not upon the eldest son]

So, he says, “It is not this son”—now, what, I like to speak Hebrew too much, I speak Hebrew, all the time my tongue goes [to] Hebrew, I love Hebrew very much,

BA: Yes, right, right,

SZ: Yes.

BA: So he didn’t take that son,

SZ: He says to him, “No, [he is] not worthy.” He brought the second one, he says “No,” he brought the other one, he didn’t see the pillar of fire.

Samuel the prophet, the Master of the Universe [had] told him, “When the Shekhinah stood [≡ dwells] upon his head, this is he [i.e., that is the son who will be king].”

He [≡ Samuel the prophet] says, “It’s not him,” he says, “It’s not him,” all of the six stood [in front of him], he says, “No!” “Do you have another son?” He says, “I have one more son, but he is [only] seven years old. He is in the field with the sheep.” He says, “What are you doing... [≡ why are you making an issue out of it?], they [≡ the other sons] will substitute for him [lit. switch him] [and] will bring him.”

112 Contraction of lèwe.
(112) séle məd-xa-dašdaša₁¹¹³ xa-

kusáa xwárt a b-rēš.₁ g-emér

'øha-le' g-ér 'øha-le.₁

He came with [i.e., wearing] an ankle-length robe,₁¹³ a white hat on his head. He [ = Samuel the prophet] says, “This is he?” he [Elishay] says, “This is he.”

(113) ḫmêlle’ g-ér ḫmól ‘āxxa,’

monáxle bəd-rəbbônə šel-‘oläm’

šaxiná ḫmêllə.₁

He came with [i.e., wearing] an ankle-length robe,₁¹³ a white hat on his head. He [ = Samuel the prophet] says, “This is he?” he [Elishay] says, “This is he.”

(114) g-er-’øha brənox’ màyle šômme?‘

dəwîd-hile’ g-er-’ó p-pâ[y]əš

’ıdəwîd mèlex yəsrə’èl!₁₁⁴ ḫ’ø

brənox!’

He says, “This son of yours, what is his name?” “It is Da-

vid.” He says, “This [one] will be David, the king of Israel! This son of yours!”

(115) hawële ḫməšhâ ḫd məsêle

ẖśemâ ṣən-bêt ṭəqâš,₁ qam-
dahənle’ u-qâm.₁ ḫæ[a]rəzle’ u-ḑal

kâffəd-həše’ u-løjbe’ u-xâše’ u-

’åqle’ u-’øqar-’aqle,

Here is the ointment that he had brought, oil from the Tem-

ple, he anointed him, and made [i.e., applied it] towards [lit. the side of] his palms and his heart and his back and his legs and his feet,

(116) g-ér ḫəlohum yišmər ’otxá,₁₁⁴
dâkṣət ’ázət,₁ həwət bərt.₁₁⁴ kûlle

yəlûnkət yəsrə’èl.₁

he says, “May God protect you, [every] place that you go, may you be healthy.” [And] all the children of Israel [as well].

(117) BA: ’amen.₁

(118) OA: ’amen.₁

(119) SZ: qam-, xàlaš,₁ pâšle bår…₁

qam-μəšhâle.₁¹¹⁴

That’s it, he became, the son of..., he anointed him.

₁¹¹³ Translation of dašdaša according to Sabar (2002a, 145).

₁¹⁴ The Hebrew root məš is used here with NENA morphology.
(120) básər ʾọtọ́, xaràyẹ,...¹ hšá’ul ha-
mìèlex⁵ șráxlẹ...¹ e...¹ hám-
ken⁵ šá’ul ha-mìèlex⁴ sélé
gólýs palástàyà,⁴ ø g-àbè nàṣe
’əmmèd-yàsra’èl.¹

(121) màní mšàdri’ màní là-mšàdri?⁴
šá’ul ha-mìèlex ʾọtłe,¹ xá ʾhálifà⁵
zigúrì kunzòri,¹¹⁵ čùxxa lèbê¹
lawwàsìla,¹ ṭràk³ ta-dáavid ha-
mìèlex hìlà-ʾùsta.¹ bás mìèlex,¹
’aw-ndà-páyàs mìèlex...¹

(122) BA: màyla kúrí kunzòri?¹
(123) SZ: gúrí kunzòrí-le ʾṣìmma.¹
(124) BA: ’á gúrí kunzòrí, ʾyàfè⁵,¹
(125) SZ: gúrí kunzòrí bèd-kùrdì,¹ bèd-
hònna¹ lá-kyan bèd-ʾèvrì⁵ mày-
le,¹
(126) BA: ʾhával⁵ ʾọtła ʾhèrùs⁵?¹
yà’ane mày-la gúrí kunzòrí,¹
ʾṣìmma?²
(127) SZ: è ʾṣìmma,¹ ʾhálifà⁵
dèd’mìèlex⁴ hìlà,¹ kúllə ʾòmmèd
ʾhàrzałìm⁴ u-ʾòmmèd è ʾsànè’ta

After that, later on... king Saul called... eh... also king Saul, Goliath the Philistine, eh he wants to fight with Israel.

Whom shall they [=Israel] send [and] whom shall they not send? King Saul has, one suit, Zigúrí Kunzòri,¹¹⁵ no one can wear it, it is made only for king David. Only a king, the one who will become king...

it has value]. No one is able to wear it.

All of [lit. whatever there is] the children [i.e., boys] of Jerusalem, a loudspeaker\textsuperscript{116} called out that they should come, [since] the king wished to kill Goliath. He says, whoever wears this outfit, he is able to kill him.

…not… whoever [lit. one who] wears it, for one it’s [too] large, for one it’s [too] small, it doesn’t fit him [lit. it doesn’t enter in front of him], and one...

They say, there’s one [boy] left, he is seven years old, he is in the field, only this man is left [i.e., only he did not try the suit yet]! “Go fetch him.”

They dressed him with it [lit. it on him], [only] seven years old [i.e., therefore small], may His name be praised, he [=David] grew and filled it!

King Saul got angry, he says [to himself] “This one… will be instead of me, he will take it… [i.e., the kingship]”

“Good, you need to go and kill Goliath the Philistine,” he [=David] says, “Very well, no problem.” He wore his ankle-length robe, his hat is on his head, his keffiyeh, and he has,

\textsuperscript{116} Clearly, an anachronism.
Enriched Biblical Narratives

117 Samra will remember the word bardaqiye ‘slingshot’ in (164).
Maybe to a river, to collect pebbles, or to the battlefield. See 1 Sam. 17.40.

See fn. 117 above.

Unclear. Perhaps Goliath is mocking Hebrew names?

See 1 Sam. 17.42.

David and Goliath take turns in striking. See §5.10 above.
123 See ch. 1, §14.0, proverb no. (79).
(159) **SZ:** bód-...¹ bærzêl,² kóva³ barzêl,⁴ gûri kunzûrî bærzêl⁵ hîla,⁶ kûlla.⁷

SZ:... in uh... iron. Iron helmet. The Guri Kunzûri is [made of] iron, all of it.

(160) **BA:** he he,

BA: Yes yes,

(161) **SZ:** kûlle bê kóva bærzêl,⁶ u-...⁷ hûnna bê bærzêl,⁸ morûmle háxda ʾène,⁹ gôbʾène glêle,¹ g-ér mxî dárbâ didox,¹

SZ: All of it is an iron hat. And... iron this. He lifted his eyes like that, his forehead was uncovered, he says, “Strike your blow,”

(162) g-ér yá ʾilâhi,¹ bêzûtû kûd xá u-xà,¹ sôʾa nàše,¹ ʾide [or: dé¹²⁴] m[ən]dèle go-jêbe,¹ sôʾā hûnna šqûlle,¹ xà² pôšlu! pôšlu xà képa.¹

he says, “O my God, for the merit of each and every one [of those] seven men,” he put [lit. threw] his hand in his pocket, he had taken seven this, they became one! They [all] became one stone.

(163) **BA:** ʾamhâm,¹

BA: Hmm,

(164) **SZ:** qam-darêle go-barda-qaniye.¹²⁵ qam-darêle go-barda-qaniye dide¹²⁶ ʾûzle tròq‼ ʾûrra go-gobʾène ʾûzla gôr-gôr-gôr-gôr-gôr qam-ʾozâle trê qôtʾe.

SZ: He put it in [his] sling-shot.¹²⁵ He put it in his sling-shot.¹²⁶ He made troq‼ It penetrated his [= Goliath’s] forehead, it made gôr-gôr-gôr-gôr-gôr [and] it made him two pieces [i.e., sliced him].

(165) **BA:** ʾyôfî,¹ ʾyôfî!¹²⁶

BA: Nice, nice!

(166) **SZ:** qam-ʾozâle trê qôtʾa.¹ ʾoât¹ g-emûrre,¹ ʾôha-le dárbâ didox,¹

It [= the stone] made him two pieces. Oa! He [= Goliath] says [dismissively], “Is this your blow?” He says, “Well,

---

¹²⁴ Interjection expressing encouragement.

¹²⁵ Samra remembers the word she had forgotten, thus the strong intonation. See fn. 117 above.

¹²⁶ See fn. 102 above.
widdle yourself a little.” He wiggled himself, one piece fell off him.

But what [more], he had told to that, to... to king Saul, he needs to cut his [= Goliath’s] head and put it in front of him [= king Saul], in order that he knows that he had killed him, otherwise...

BA: Yes,

SZ: It [i.e., this action] cannot be, he does not have a choice. So he tells him... Who is his [= Goliath’s] responsible person [i.e., his armour-bearer]? 'Eliya Ḥattā. 'Eliya Ḥattā.

BA: Yes,

SZ: He tells him, “Give me the key, give me his sword,” no sword can cut the head of Goliath the Philistine, if it is not his [own] sword.

He [= David] says, “Give me his sword [so that] I shall cut his head off and bring it [to king Saul].” He says, “I will not give it to you. I have a condition for [lit. with] you: if you give me a daughter of Israel [i.e., a girl of Israel to marry], I will give it to you.”

---

127 Contraction of la-g-yawènne-lox.
King 128 David waited [and thought], “How will I give him a daughter of Israel?” and it is also not possible [not to take the head], he must carry his head to...

He waited [and thought] once again, he tells him, “Very well, I will give you a daughter of Israel, give it to me, his sword.”

Then God [may I be] His sacrifice, got angry with David, He says, “You cannot give any daughter of Israel to him but the daughter, the one that is your spouse, Bathsheba, [which is] written [i.e., destined] for you from heaven, you will give her to ‘Eliya Ḥattè. You cannot give any [other] daughter of Israel.”

BA: Right.

Wallah, that [happened]... He took the sword, he cut, he put it in a bag, he went and laid [lit. sat] it in front of uh... king Saul.

That trouble [i.e., Goliath or the Philistines] went [away...}

128 At this point in the narrative, David is not yet king (though he is already anointed).
129 The Modern Hebrew root kʿs is used here with NENA morphology.
130 Sabar (2002a, 89): “(Ar[abic]) f. ʾāfe misfortune, mishap; pl. ʾāftyāṭa.”
and] passed from Israel. God will give good to Israel, there was a celebration, they had killed him, that was it. ʾEliya ḫattè, he [David] wants to bring him [or: it is necessary to bring him], he will make him his general [lit. minister of the army] now.

So when he dressed him in the suit [lit. dressed the suit on him], Saul became very angry, David looked at the eyes of Saul, the eyes of Saul became different [lit. are of different colour/form], his face became different [lit. is of different colour/form].

Gələ粮油 it [=the suit] is not good for me! My body has burnt. No no no! I'll take it off me, I shall go in my ankle-length robe! They took it off him.

He says [=his reasoning was], “His [=Saul’s] eye should not be upon me [i.e., I do not want him to become hostile to me].” It [=the suit] became, it became his size!

BA: Yes, sure,

SZ: Uh, he went and came [back, from the battle against Goliath], so Saul, became sick, he became angry, he says, “This one [=David] will be [king] instead of me.” He became very sick.
(184) dúqle rèše, ráḥqa ʼmān-ʼəsrəʾēl, mārʾa, là-g-ḥatpl!

(185) yonātān brōne, rāḇsd rāba
ḥāver ḏād-dāwīd-hile. xà roḥāya-lu ʾix nəšāma-lu ʾix- gil-li, g-ēl kāšle go-ḥsad ḏ kēse, u-k... k-xāze dammōd-
ša-ye jēzūkē, kūlē ʾērba k-ēse, k-hāmōl. k-ēpi rēšu, k-
šāmʾi jēzūkē ḏāde.

(186) u-ʾāle xa-mōndi xēt ši-ḥōv ḏāwīd ha-mmēlek, kud-g-māsya yāla, brōna, brāta, ʾēma ʾiwānta g-hawēla, g-ēl k-šaqōlla u-g-mašmōšla k-xayōpla,
dāre... go-ʾīze... gōlla yarūqa yarūqa, raʾīza raʾīza g-maxōlla. u- [g-]māštela máya.

(187) ʾāle ḏlēv ṭōv u-[q]urbāne ʾilā[ha] k-iʾē. galūy-yadūa-īle, k-ʾēle hādxa-ле, k-ʾēle go-

A pain, may it be far from Israel, caught his head, it does not stop!

His son Jonathan, he's very much a friend of David. They are one spirit, they are one soul, they are the same age, he [=Jonathan] goes to him [=David] to the field, and he... he sees that when he plays his jēzuke all the sheep come, stand. They bow their heads, they hear [=listen to] his jēzuke.

And he has another thing that is good, king David: whoever brings a child [=gives birth], a boy, a girl, whichever ewe gives birth, he goes [and] takes her, and pets her, he washes her, he puts... in his hand... green green [and] fresh fresh grass, [and] feeds her.

He has a good heart and God [may I be] His sacrifice knows. It is well known [to Him] [lit. revealed (and) known], He

---

131 Evidently Samra refers here to a musical instrument. According to Sabar (2002a, 127), a jēzunke/čəzuke is a “booklet (of religious or magic nature).” According to another informant, Habub Messusani, the correct name of the intended musical instrument is suzuka. Perhaps it is the plucked string instrument saz, common in Kurdistan. See also ch. 3, fn. 56.

132 A loan from (pre-Modern) Hebrew galūy ve-yadūa. The connective vav is omitted to fit the common asyndetic hendiadys pattern in NENA.
knows it is so, He knows what [there] is inside the heart[s] of people. Each and every one, He knows what is in their hearts [lit. his heart].

Whoever has good[ness] [in his heart], whoever does not have, He knows. He said, why do they say, “He is the interpreter of the liver and the kidney”? He [=God] knows!

So uh, he [=Jonathan] says, “My father, I’ll go bring you, I have one, David uh… he plays the jezuke for the sheep.” “Let him come.”

He went [and] played the jezuke for him, his head healed. Every three hours he used to do for him, to play the jezuke for him, he [=Saul] would rest. His head healed, whenever he [=David] goes away, his [Saul’s] head hurts.

One day, two, four, one day he takes his sword, he wants to strike him with it, in order to kill him, to kill David [or: he will kill him, he will kill David].

An angel took the sword [and] put it above David in the wall.

---

133 See fn. 131 above.

He had said also, “Whoever kills Goliath, half of the wealth [or: kingdom] will be his, and my daughter Michal—a gift for him.” So now, he will also become his son-in-law, and also become... he hates him.

He hated him, that was that [= all of that happened]. Eventually, war came, he chased after him, he chased after him,\(^{134}\) king David went, he went to the cave of Eliyahu the prophet in Haifa.

He took with him eight hundred men, he sat in the cave, he hid himself from Saul, he ran away.

The one of Ruth and Naomi I’ve [already] told? It’s finished? Ruth and Naomi, yes. We came here [in the story].

BA: Yes, yes, yes.

\(^{134}\) See fn. 102 above.
(199) **SZ:** ʾaz-dáwəd ha-mmélex sèlē, ʾsèlē, ʾḥróš ha-šānā, ʾwéle go-ʾmaʿarāt ʾelyāhu navi. ¹

So [with regard to] king David, Rosh Hashana came, he was in the cave of Eliyahu the prophet.

(200) tmanyá ʾəmmmáe ʾḥayyalín ʾəṭle, g-ʃbe ʾəxli' g-ʃbe šāṭe, lāt-le. ¹ mān b-ya[wá]le? ḥukúma lēwa ʾšmme, ḥukúma wēla ʾəmmmád šāʾul. ¹

He has eight hundred soldiers, they need to eat, they need to drink, he does not have [anything to give them]. Who will give him? [= no one will give him] The government [or: reign] is not with him, the government [or: reign] is with Saul.

(201) ʾəsen' xà, ʾelimēlex. wéle go-ḥēfā, ʾhʾašir ʾdād-kūlla, kūlla yəṣraʾel-ile. ¹ ʾgilō ¹35 ʾe ʾgilō, ʾdide-ila. kūlla ʾgilō ʾdide-ila. ¹

There is one, Elimelech. He was in Haifa, a rich [person] of all of Israel [i.e., very rich, the richest]. Gilo,¹³⁵ this Gilo, is his. All of Gilo is his.

(202) ʾəṭle, ʾbaʾxta, ʾāya bāba ʾhašir-ile, ʾgilō ʾdīda-ila, ʾšmma-ile dōrya dīde gīla, ʾgilō ʾkūlla wēla ksūta bəd-šōmma. u-góra ʾašir-ile, ʾəṭle... ʾərxē' ʾu-ʾəṭle tāhûne' ʾu-ʾəṭle qāmx. ¹

He has a wife, she, her father is rich. Gilo is hers, she was named after it Gila [lit. her name was put Gila; or: he put her name Gila], all of Gilo belongs to her [lit. is written in her name]. And her husband is rich, he has... a mill and he has a mill [Ar.], and he has flour.

(203) mšōdōrre tré ʾḥayyalín ʾkūsle g-šmēr sēla ʾḥroš-ha-šānā g-šbēl ʾərba, g-šbe ʾpəsr-reša ¹³⁶ g-šbe ʾəmōndi ʾəmōndi. ¹

He sent two soldiers to him he says, “Rosh Hashana came, I need sheep, need head-flesh,¹³⁶ need this and that.”

¹³⁵ A modern neighbourhood in the south of Jerusalem, near the site of biblical Gilo (Josh. 15.41; 2 Sam. 15.12). See §5.17 above.
¹³⁶ It is a custom to eat the flesh of the head of an animal or a fish in the festive meal of Rosh Hashana eve.
He says, “I will not give him anything.”

Gila tells him, “How will you not give to him?! He has eight hundred soldiers sitting [=staying] in a cave with him, without food, drink, sheep, flour, rice, sugar.”

She says, “I will not give him anything. You [can] fly [or] sit, even this much I will not give him.”

She says, “Well sit at your place.”

She went out after the soldiers, she says, "Come," she says, "Go [and] say to him, say to David, that I—

here, take a piece of paper [= confirmation]—come take ten, thirty, a hundred um fifty bags of rice, from my mill.

I’ve authorised [that]. Fifty bags of flour, from the flour-mill. Fifty bottles, a hundred bottles of oil from my mi[ll], oil.”

---

137 The Modern Hebrew root ʿṣr is used here with NENA morphology.

138 The Modern Hebrew word baqbūq is here given a NENA plural form. The corresponding NENA words are bôtle, baqbaqiyaṭ.
The NENA root *xtm* ‘to seal, to end, to obscure, to overfill or to be overfull’ (Sabar 2002a, 202) is used here with the meaning of its Hebrew cognate, ‘to sign’.

A blessing expressing gratitude.

She gave, whatever she has, she gave a piece of paper [and] signed it, “Come take [and] eat.”

Come to the sheep, bring one hundred heads of sheep, prepare them [lit. it] for Rosh Hashana.”

Good. May God build your house, Gila gave.

She came [and] returned, he was reclined [and relaxed], her husband.

She says to him, “You did not give anything, to David. Eight hundred soldiers he has and he does not have [anything] to feed them, Rosh Hashana came and the festival, we shall eat [and] he shall not eat?!”

He says, “I shall not give him, I have a mill and I have everything.”

She says, “[By the] life of your head, I gave this much, and this much, and this much, and this much, and...”
qam-xatmānu\textsuperscript{141} ḫatīma\textsuperscript{142} I signed them [with] your signature, and the things have [already] arrived to him.”
didox,\textsuperscript{1} u-mṭelu ’ālle ‘awāe.\textsuperscript{1}

(218) ťōha mṭle,\textsuperscript{1} pqēlē l-dāke,\textsuperscript{1} mṭle
l-dāke!\textsuperscript{1}

This one [= the husband] died, he exploded [i.e., died from anger] on the spot [lit. his place], he died on the spot [lit. his place]!

(219) BA: pqēlē!\textsuperscript{1}

BA: He exploded!

(220) SZ: pqēlē!\textsuperscript{1} g-ōmra pqò\textsuperscript{3} sī.\textsuperscript{1}

SZ: He exploded! She says, “Explode, go ahead.”

(221) bāsor xlāśla mēn−ḥōv’d\textsuperscript{143} dīde
yārxa,\textsuperscript{144} mšodōrra,\textsuperscript{1} g-ōmra
šrūxule’ dāwīd’ āse ‘ăxxa.\textsuperscript{1}

After she had finished with his 
shiv’ā,\textsuperscript{143} month,\textsuperscript{144} she sent [word], she says, “Call David to come [or: he should come] here.”

(222) sēle dāwīd’ tūla ʾemme,\textsuperscript{1} mōrra-
le,\textsuperscript{1} g-emōrra ṭāba,\textsuperscript{1} ḥtōdā ṭēbbā’
tālax,\textsuperscript{1} hullāx-lan,\textsuperscript{1} u-ʿōšlan’ u-
xēllan,\textsuperscript{1} u-mōsēlan u-,\textsuperscript{1} ḫol-tōv\textsuperscript{1}

David came, she sat with him, she told him, he tells her, “Many thanks to you, you gave us, and we ate [lit. ate dinner], and we ate, and we brought and, all the good [of the earth, i.e., an abundance of high-quality foods].”

\textsuperscript{141} See fn. 139 above.
\textsuperscript{142} The Modern Hebrew lexeme ḫatīma is given NENA phonology here: ḫ > x, penultimate stress.
\textsuperscript{143} The mourning period of seven days.
\textsuperscript{144} The mourning period of a month.
(223) She says, “Look, that is the situation [lit. one situation and story is that], this woman became yibbum, and all these mills, and all these, I will write them in your name [i.e., I will make you the owner], but be fair, take also her when you become king, take her [and] she will be your wife.”

(224) He says, “In my eye [=I agree completely].” They gave their hands of each other [=they shook hands].

(225) BA: How [do you mean] she fell yibbum on him, after all [is he] the brother of…

(226) BA: Not yibbum! She tells him she became a widow,

(227) BA: Oh, a widow,

(228) SZ: And she is young, and she has property [or: wealth], and she has…

(229) "This wealth, to whom will I give [it]? Gilo is in your name [=yours], the mills are

---

145 See fn. 108 above. The switch from first to third person here produces ‘combined speech’; see Golomb (1968).

146 Levirate marriage. See §5.4 and fns 44 and 101 earlier in this chapter. Unlike Ruth, Gila did not need yibbum, and Samra corrects herself in (227) below.

147 Borrowed into Hebrew from English ‘fair’.

148 The neighbourhood. See fn. 135 above.
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for you, you are entitled to everything.”

He says, “I am also entitled to you.” He took her hand. Some
time has passed [lit. this one went this one brought], he be-
came king David.

BA: Great!

SZ: He went… Saul searched for him. [It was] he [=David] [who] found him, he found
him asleep, he cut this much of his cloak, he took a bite of
his apple, he drank his water, [but] he did not touch him.

He wrote to him, “I shall not kill you, you want to kill me, I
shall not kill you, you are the king of Israel.”

He told her, “Open [my for-
tune] for me [= tell me my
fortune],” a woman that used
to open fortunes [i.e., she was
a fortune-teller], she knew
what there is in the world
[and] what there is not.

She says, “I’m… king Saul
came to me three months ago,
I swore to him [lit. I am sworn
kösli,¹ wan-yəmísə ž-́íze là
pasxán ta-cù-xxa.¹ lá zé’la šá’ul
ha-mmèlex hîle.¹

(238) ʿánə lá g-naḥqāna ʾəl-Ḥséfer² la- 
g-pəsxan,¹ čákken wan-mórtə xā
xābra ta-šá’ul ha-mmèlex ḫlò,¹
lò!³

(239) g-ér psəx,¹ là kšōfe gyāne’
³ḥaval³ g-émər ʿánə… e’
patrənnax,¹⁴⁹ šóqən patərrax
šá’ul ha-mmèlex môn,¹ mən-
moməsə dîdax.¹ psəxla,¹ xələ,¹
šamū’el ha-nnəvi-le.

(240) xələ dāmməd séle šamū’el ha-
nəvi,¹ k-ìa,¹ šá’ul mayəs,¹
xəlas.¹ là-məhkela,¹ g-əmra,¹ sa-
xəl.¹ má ́íz gö…¹

(241) psəxla,¹ u-xęlé šamū’el ha-
nəvi.¹ šamū’el ha-nnəvi g-ère,¹
šá’ul,¹ tład[hə] yöme ’stolox piše,¹
’átət u-kúd tład[hə] bnone dîdox
’ásət qṭəla.¹ zé’lə.¹

(242) pəšle ḫolə.⁴ ḫay bəxta,¹ ’úzlale
⁴marakim⁴ šərba’ màyət ksəsə,¹
qam-maxləle,¹ qam-məsyyəle,¹

on his hand] that I shall not
open [the fortune] for any-
one.” She did not know that it
is king Saul.

“I shall not touch the book
[and] not open, because I have
said [lit. I am said] [this] one
thing [or: word] to king Saul,
no—no!”

He says, “Open,” he did not re-
veal himself, but, he says, “I
will… exempt you, I will see
that king Saul exempts you
from your oath.” She opened,
she saw, it is Samuel the
prophet.

She saw when Samuel the
prophet came, she knows, Saul
shall die, that’s it. She did not
speak, she says, “Come see,
what there is in the…”

She opened, and he saw Sam-
uel the prophet. Samuel the
prophet tells him, “Saul, you
have three days [lit. three days
you have remained], you and
your three sons will be killed
[lit. come to killing].” He
knew.

He became sick. That woman,
she made for him soups, thick
[rice] soup, chicken soup [lit.
chicken water], she fed him,
she gave him to drink, he slept

¹⁴⁹ The Modern Hebrew root pṯ is used here with NENA morphology.
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There [lit. at hers] three days, a war started, all three of them...

He saw all his three children getting killed. He [himself] also was wounded, he put his sword, he threw himself, he also went [away, i.e., died]. So who became [king] [or: who remained (alive)]? King David became the king of Israel.

---

150 The Modern Hebrew root ps' is used here with NENA morphology.